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OIL GIANT COMPANY TO KULA ISLAND
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Ace Abdulrahman Agboola

his edition of the Exponent Magazine clearly

addressed issues bothering on challenges inherent

among security agencies, the deserving approach,

the poor handling of National Orientation Exercises by the
government and necessary solutions. With the intellectual

When people of low charisma are appointed into sensitive

sagacity of personalities at the National Orientation Agency,

positions that deals with gaining public trust, the government

appropriate frameworks for address of disorientation among

will not be trusted beyond pecuniary gains by loyalists of the

Nigerians especially people of school age and Youth becomes

government, waiting in turn for personal benefits. That

sacrosanct. Proper funding is a catalyst for achieving this

government will not be respected by average citizens whose

herculean task of national orientation in the face of startling

means of livelihood are threatened by circumstances of

realities heating up the media and public space.

hunger, unemployment and insecurities.

The worst evil that can befall a Country is for government to

In the last few years, the tussle between human rights and

ignore signs of national maladies and allow people to seek

national security has not been laid to rest, as discordant tune

self-help. A poorly oriented citizen is a liability under

continued to play out in different dimensions. Vast majority of

democracy, it is the poor and wrong orientation among the

the populace have disdain for upholding laws and orders,

populace that is heating up the polity, without addressing the

particularly certain restrictions that set boundaries against

malaise, rate of poor conduct and misdemeanours will rise

slander/negative utterances and unruly behaviours under

beyond imagination.

democracy.

Democracy in Nigeria is gradually being reduced to transition

This edition also features several interesting captures such as

plans and nothing else. Despite remarkable achievements of

the coronation of Engr Jack Rich Tein as Sarki Ruwa Hausa,

President Muhammadu Buhari during his first term from May

testimonies of exemplary performance and confidence in

2015 to May 2019, the stress passed through before the

Professor Abdulrasheed Na'Allah- VC UNIABUJA,

reelection of the President signalled a dangerous trend in

#RevolutionNow palaver, the continuity mandate of

national orientation.

Governor Yahaya Bello, allegations against Governor
Nyesom Wine over the rising tension in Akuku Toru LGA of

Many among politically conscious Nigerians are set out for

Rivers State among others. The boundaries of democracy is

personal gains and political settlement, nothing like

the latest concerns also addressed in this edition.

patriotism and collective interest, but the people cannot be
blamed all the time for not been patriotic, pass the bulk on

Enjoy the read

government for not allowing the system to change as expected
by the masses.
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THE BOUNDARIES OF DEMOCRACIES:

REVOLUTION AGAINST PRESIDENT BUHARI, MENACE OF
NATIONAL ORIENTATION AND EMOTIONAL SECURITY
By: Abdulrahman Agboola

Omoyele Sowore & Nnamdi Kanu

Atiku Abubakar

President Muhammadu Buhari

I

n the face of gloomy situation of incursions here and
there in different manners, can we still claim native
intelligence as the pride of black people? With beautiful
cultures that promotes love, harmony and mutual trust,
ordinarily, the current travails of insecurity shouldn't have
arise if we had maintained the solid foundation of standard
education where national orientation and emotional security
were captured. These should have aided the developments of
the people in manners where security of lives and properties
wouldn't be a random check, with cautious behaviours and
respect for orderliness. The best of conducts were last seeing
in our societies as far back as 1976 until the administration of
General Muhammadu Buhari in 1983 restored discipline with
fiat, and this vanished since 1985 till date.
It was in the bid to reinvent the extinct respect for law and
order that facilitated the re-emergence of President
Muhammadu Buhari after 30 years of previous reign as Head
of State. The self-confidence displayed by President Buhari in
the heyday of canvassing for support to return to the seat of
power must come to fore now than ever, as the ugly trend of
poor handling of affairs of governance by his appointees is
capable of ruining the good antecedents of Mr. President if not
properly checkmated. In victory, appraising the level of
general acceptability by the populace greatly matters, in
forming strategies and implementation plans in the buildup to

a populist's administration. Bill Clinton was a great performer
as a President of the United States but had moments likened to
the present challenges currently faced by President
Muhammadu Buhari bothering on limitations of selfconfidence. As recorded by Stanley A. Renshon in High
Hopes…. Self-confidence, like intelligence, has important
consequences for a president's performance, many of them
positive. It is a personal resource that can be reassuring to the
public, especially during difficult periods, and it can buttress
the president as he attempts to grapple with complex political
or policy issues. However, there are dangers to a president with
too much self-confidence. The chief danger is that selfconfidence will evolve into grandiosity and overconfidence.
The National Orientation Agency must be put to task in
collaboration with other related agencies especially the
security agencies, to hype national orientation in line with the
current prevailing challenges. The National Youth Council of
Nigeria has 109 affiliate organizations with well trained and

The best of conducts were
last seeing in our societies as far
back as 1976 until the administration
of General Muhammadu Buhari in
1983 restored discipline with fiat,
and this vanished since 1985 till date
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intellectually grounded cadres that suit purpose of addressing
current challenges, one can only hope that the Federal
Government will give deserving attention to get the Youth
Council effective like their good old era. Who will remind the
President that most of his directives are not implemented to
the latter by those he trusted with their implementations? Who
will remind those trusted with the mandate to implement
government policies that they should not live by bread alone?
And who will remind the populace that President
Muhammadu Buhari means well for Nigeria and that the
masses must not relent in their unwavering support and reject
all machinations of his detractors? It’s left to President
Muhammadu Buhari to watch his back and not get carried
away, he should read the ominous signs correctly and act in
best manners to safeguard Nigeria against bad wishes of war
mongers and propellers of insecurities.

Revolution is not just a mere slogan; it's a catalytic expression
capable of creating unrest in the society at any given time. It's
time for the Presidency and everyone associated with Mr.
President to wake up to the realities of current state of minds of
average Nigerians already brainwashed with concept of
human unlimited freedoms under democracy. When you
measure the rage and warped logic on contemporary issues in
the societies being expressed on the social media, then gauge
the mood of the people at the grassroots level, thereby
ruminating on state of insecurities and the partakers, one won't
hesitate on the essence of enhanced security and
disorientation exercise across the Country, to forestall a real
revolution in no distant future.

The signs are ominous and very easy to identify. Once the
President and his think tank read the signs wrongly and
assumed their detractors lacked massive support of the
Democracy as the best form of government was designed with
populace or deficient in power to launch frontal attack against
strong ideals and assumptions
the government, the
that citizens possess high sense
administration will suffer
of patriotism. Sabotage of
terrible fate. These happened to
efforts of government by
Sir Tafawa Balewa in 1966,
unpatriotic citizens involved in
Aguiyi Ironsi in 1966, Yakubu
jejune and illicit acts
Gowon in 1975, Murtala
detrimental to collective goods
Muhammed in 1976, Sheu
constitute threats to growth and
Shagari in 1983, Muhammadu
advancement of democracy is
Buhari in 1985, Ibrahim
Dr. GARBA ABARI
many climes. In the case of
Babangida
in 1993, Ernest
DG. National Orientation Agency
Nigeria, at every point when
Shonekan in 1994, Sanni
divinely appointed leadership
Abacha in 1998, Olusegun
attempts to facilitate groundbreaking economic prosperity for
Obasanjo in 2007 and Goodluck Jonathan in 2015. All these
the downtrodden, some saboteurs from nowhere usually clog
occurrences happened with different backgrounds and
the wheel of progress. The terrible fates befell Nigeria on
sponsors, but it had one thing in common, the involvement of
several occasions in the past, notable among the sordid event
western powers that despises constant stability of Nigeria.
occurred when the Military terminated the First Republic
exactly when the Regional Governments commenced
A stable Nigeria is a prosperous Country, a cynosure of the
massive socioeconomic developments. Those that maimed
whole world, a Country with enormous resources to surmount
Sir Tafawa Balewa in 1966 Coup definitely suffered wrong
any odd and can emerge as a global economic force through
orientation, but surprisingly, they enjoyed unimaginable
constant stability. The world powers cannot afford to witness
support of certain elements within the Nigerian State, what an
the rise of any African Country as a world power and the only
irony.
way to forestall that, is to tap into our weaknesses to promote
instability when the need arises. If this is a disputable fact,
Every other Coup and failed Republic occurred because the
how do you qualify the alledged support of Amnesty
President/Head of State failed to read signs and understand
International on the call for revolution in Nigeria? It's easy to
the implications of allowing wrong orientation to spread
assume that the Former Libya President - Muammar Gaddafi
among citizens. Violence or clamping down by security
suffered that ugly fate because he overstayed in the leadership
agents against opposition forces planning to bring an
of the Country, how do you explain the fates of President
administration down doesn't lead to disorientation most time,
Hosni Mubarak of Egypt, President Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali
in actual fact, clamping down without firstly cajoling the
of Tunisia, President Ali Abdullahi Saleh of Yemeni,
populace to understand the dangers posed to them by the
President Bashar al-Assad of Syria through the revolution
innuendo of the agents provocateurs, usually lead to
called Arab Spring years ago and most recently, President
sympathy.
Abdelaziz Bouteflika of Algeria. If this doesn't resonate, the
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case of President Mohammed Morsi should make sense as a
legitimately elected President with massive support from
overwhelming population of Egyptians, a revolt swept him
out of office for his failure to read the signs correctly.
The major parameter for a revolt to occur is poor orientation
among the populace, a menace very prominent in our societies
today. Once the people are brainwashed to believe in making
things regarded as "impossible" becoming “possible”, the
deed is done already. Let's come to terms with the current state
of politics by Atiku Abubakar; he attacks the government
regularly with propaganda/blackmails to attract continued
sympathy from his supporters, with a target to ensure that his
teeming supporters despises the current administration (Post
June 12, 1993 tactics that threw the Country into series of
crises). From Dubai, Atiku's Lawyers and PDP are creating
wrong impressions to the whole world, against the victory of
President Muhammadu Buhari at the last Presidential
Election despite facts that abound that his case at the
presidential Election Tribunal and claims are on wrong
footings. Since the
s i g n i n g o f
Yuan/Naira deal with
the Chinese
Government by the
President (though yet
to be implemented)
agents/representative
s of American
Government have not
hidden their fury
against the Nigerian
Government.... The
crucial message is that President Muhammadu Buhari and his
core kitchen cabinet members should advance their thoughts
in the right perspectives and without violence, calm strained
nerves and institute intellectual means of engagement of
citizens in a reorientation exercise against disorientation on
one hand, beefing up appropriate security networks across the
Country on the other hand, to properly abate the spate of
insecurities within the nook and crannies of our societies.

prayers. That's the practical manifestation of what a genuine
leader of the people must take as a proper guide.
The Almighty God says in both the Holy Qur'an and Holy
Bible " Call Me and I will answer you" Then, the lovers of
President Muhammadu Buhari around this time two years
ago, prayed to the Almighty God to restore the good health of
Muhammadu Buhari, so that he can fulfill his promises of
good governance, enhanced security and fight against
corruption. God yielded to the prayers and Muhammadu
Buhari didn't only return from his sick bed from the hospital
alive, his life-threatening ailments vanished and also
rewarded by God with a second term in office as President of
Nigeria.
Does this not remind religious people of stories of three
people in dire need of divine intervention on their poor state of
economy and power? They called God and He yielded to their
requests and uplifted their status to enviable heights.
Suddenly, time for them to help the needy with their wealth
knocked at their
doors, instead of
showing gratitude to
G o d
w i t h
commensurable feat,
they declined and
failed to redeem their
pledges to God. All
those within the seat
of power wielding
influence in
government today,
but panicked during
the health challenges of the President for fear of losing their
enviable offices as facilitated by the President that failed
today to implement the directives of the President to the latter
are not different from the bald, the leper and the blind
represented in that historical reminder.

Atiku's Lawyers and PDP are creating
wrong impressions to the whole world,
against the victory of
President Muhammadu Buhari at the
last Presidential Election

Clear conscience and good intentions are things of the mind,
even, when it reflects in characters and actions, the overall
benefits to the subjects are the deserving attestations. Words
without propensity of actions in the best interest of the
populace are not hallmarks of sensitive leaders. It is when
words are marched with required actions and remarkable
results that true reflections of clear conscience and good
intentions ensues. Many people that don't believe in veracity
of prayers before the health challenges of President
Muhammadu Buhari (miraculously vanished) now believe in

The followers of Elzakzaky are good reference point on issues
of sympathy. Someone under whose authority of the now
proscribed Islamic Movement of Nigeria attacked Military
Personnel in Kaduna as reported in the media have foot
soldiers that abandoned education and careers to continuously
protest daily over a period of time, despite regular dispersal of
their protests by the security agencies whenever they
constitute nuisance with their protests, they continued to
increase in population rather decreasing and just few days
after the proscription of their movement by competent court of
jurisdiction and categorized as a terrorist organisation, they
surprisingly regrouped under the symbol of "SHIITES"
massively to resume protest on 1st August, 2019. Another
page
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YUSUF BICHI
DG, State Security Services

reference point is the Biafra Movement, the members still
observed a sit at home order in 2019 despite proscription of
the movement over a year ago, an exercise to address
disorientation among some class of citizens becomes
sacrosanct except the government wish for a self-peril.
Does democracy have boundaries in the real sense of it? What
are then the boundaries of democracy? In the simplest form,
the limits of individual's rights and privileges are the
boundaries of democracy. Ordinarily, that democracies have
boundaries is not contextual, but mischievous ones among
social crusaders with tenacious tendencies of note making on
human rights and liberties advanced their thoughts towards
tailored belief that the rights of citizens under a democratic
dispensation, especially the freedom of expressions and rights
to protest are unlimited. This situation is replica to the mindset
catastrophe of 18 years as adulthood in our clime.
Where we borrowed the culture of 18 years as adulthood, the
system already provided the economic privileges and social
system for an adult by law not to err and minors are treated as
minors. Acculturation and enculturation have ruined both
traditions and conventions of black people to a degree where
we have now surpassed the other continents in the
complications from premature adulthood of 18 years where
children not above chastisement, counseling, tutelage and
guidance assumed the mentality of “an adult” as such
responsible for actions taken which birthed infantile
expeditions and widespread social vices in our societies at
large. That someone is 18 years and above doesn't imply that
the person is above parental control. Even with right work
placement, marriage and financial independence, persons
below 40 years still follows Elders’ Counsel when cultures
suffice properly in our societies.
With the level of religiosity among Nigerians, one would
expect strict compliance with moral stands of religions, which
only worked when adulthood was pegged at 40 years, an era
where married couples receive regular guidance from their

parents and adhere to them despite financial autonomy most
time. This is a subject for another time; it just featured here to
explain how the 18 years classification of adulthood has
gravely affected sensibilities of the younger generation and
the rise of poor orientation on spheres of life, a generational
lapse that needs correction. Most Nigerians below 50 years
fall under the septic of poor orientation through poor parenting
and wrong societal influences, which is another challenge,
where are those that will then correct the anomalies of poor
orientation regarding the limitations of freedoms under
democracy.
It is a relief that most of the Ministers that constituted bane to
the actualization of a visionary government didn't return to the
cabinet and replaced with outstanding personalities such as Dr
Mohammed Mahmud, Ogbeni Rauf Aregbesola, Dr Isa
Pantami, Sunday Dare, Festus Keyamo and a host of others
with required understanding of the dynamism of leadership
expected by the masses. In the few years spent by Dr
Mohammed Mahmud as the Board Chairman of Universal
Basic Education Commission, universal education is already
wearing positive looks and the results are already manifesting
in the redefined purposeful administration of UBEC. On the
part of Ogbeni Rauf Aregbesola, though he inherited a highly
security volatile Osun State where criminalities was very high
in 2010, when he emerged as Governor of Osun State but his
purposeful leadership installed high powered security of lives
and properties in less than one year of his emergence.
Notable among his security initiatives was the discharge of a
helicopter for regular security surveillance and payment of
allowances to security agents that formed task force that
restored normalcy to the affairs of the people. His approach
was not conventional and even violated the extreme view of
human freedom, as inhabitants of the State with gangsters
weary looks were subjected to ridicule by the task force; this
was eventually addressed, but the level of moral standing
highly increased under his leadership of the State. With
someone like him as a member of the Federal Cabinet, his
presence should serve as morale booster for the government
especially on emotional security.

Where we borrowed the culture
of 18 years as adulthood,
the system already provided the
economic privileges and social system
for an adult by law not to err and
minors are treated as minors
page
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In general appraisal of security concerns in Africa, experts of
behavioural science are culpable in void over the context of
emotional security, for no other reasons than assumptions.
Assumptions without facts are the bane of security challenges
in Nigeria, as we mostly conclude and judge matters based on
mere assumption even in the face of glaring evidences in some
cases. Dr William E. Blatz an early scientists in connection
with emotional security said, all behaviour of an individual in
all areas of his life can be interpreted in terms of security.
When peasant farmers are living in fear of plant ruination by
farm invaders, how do you encourage farming among the
downtrodden that can't afford farmland fencing and hired
security watch?
In theory of emotional security, the goal of every person,
regardless of age, status and income level is to achieve a sense
of security. According to the theory by W. Blatz, he defined
security as a sense because a person who feels secure
perceives himself as free from danger and security is defined
as a subjective feeling which involves two components;
experience of adequacy in a particular situation where a
person feels that he is able to cope with the situation and a
sense of adequacy to meet the future consequences, which
finds itself in the ability to anticipate and predict. (Blatz,
1966)
The response of government to the spate of kidnapping and
armed robberies is highly worrisome, what will it cost the
Federal Government to reconstruct tollgates on our highways
for adequate security measures? The confidence of travelers
on highways will even be boosted with assurances of trusted
security outfits at tollgates. For the avoidance of doubt, with
helicopter surveillance on highways, checkmating crimes
through the tollgates will be eased with appropriate
application of technology. Knowing full well that they can't
escape arrest, kidnappers and armed robbers will be jittery to
even operate on highways while similar operations can
simultaneously take place under the coordination of State
Governors across local governments in their States.
Blatz equated security to a sense of confidence and
effectiveness, despite the fact that a sense of effectiveness
largely depends on circumstances and people around us- Olga
Zotova. (Emotional Security of people) President
Muhammadu Buhari must redirect energy of government
towards national orientation with emphasis on emotional
security. Happiness must be created in homes and across the
societies with a view to stabilize the minds of the populace
towards a prosperous nation - only achievable through
adequate securities of lives and properties. The national
orientation must be well funded to undertake the onus task of
educating the younger generation in particular, to guide their

emotional security understanding towards proper respects for
rights of other people in the society. If we can admit that good
sense of patriotism is found lacking among high percentage of
our population, then we should understand therapy aversion
as a means to safeguard the future. Now that Churches and
Mosques mostly don't focus on guidance on moral principles,
other than hate preaching and outlandish, it must be the sole
responsibility of government to direct the educational
institutions and every other means of communication to
restore morality into the societies at large.
To whose advantage is the arms proliferation and who are the
beneficiaries? It's time for the President to fully activate the
power of hire and fire. How can the President direct his
appointees to discharge specific duties and will not receive

In the few years spent by Dr Mohammed Mahmud
as the Board Chairman of Universal Basic Education
Commission, universal education is already
wearing positive looks and the results are
already manifesting in the redefined
purposeful administration of UBEC
feedback on full compliance, yet keep these appointees as if he
owes them special rewards for impugning on his hard earned
integrity? In understanding pestilence, the outbreak must be
confronted with adequate research and barricade the spread.
The preponderance of firearms is a pestilence that must be
cordoned off the societies. Those earlier licensed to sell guns
whose licenses were pronounced withdrawn by the Inspector
General of Police must be probed to double check their level
of compliance.
The boundaries of democracies are the best qualification for
declaring the Islamic Movement of Nigeria as a terrorist
organization for violent displays at their so called protest
where DCP Umar and Channel TV Correspondent (Precious
Owolabi) - were murdered during gun duel between IMN
Members and officers of Nigerian Police. The freedoms
guaranteed to citizens by democracy are not limitless, but how
often did the government engage citizens on the boundaries of
democracy. Many people are in prison today for not
understanding the boundaries of democracies, where freedom
of speech is guaranteed by the Constitution, freedom after
speech bothering on grievous public incitements, propaganda
and blackmails are not guaranteed, every citizen of school age
must be well orientated to understand this germane
standpoint.
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It will amount to great disservice, mischief and vendetta if all those Campus and Community Cult Groups terrorizing their host
communities, causing panic and committing heinous crimes in the societies are not declared as Terror Organisations. Most of
these cult groups are registered under freedom of association but their obvious activities amount to terror against the people.
Many lives have been lost to their operations and nothing substantial have been done to checkmate their operations up till now.
The major worry is the involvement of secondary schools students in cultism across the country, giggles for the spread of social
malaise across secondary schools without check. Who will checkmate these dreadful circumstances?
The promoters of this social malaise have different format for coarsening the unsuspecting pupils into their folds through wrong
orientations, tapping into emotional security to brainwash them into derailment. Emotional security can be said to be responsible
for spread of social malaise via unemployment, youth restiveness, poverty and insecurity. When you watch Nigerians trooping to
a location where one spiritualist with claim of supernatural powers to perform miracles is located, emotional security is the
underlying factor. Instead of relying on hard work, good planning and positive strategies, the assumptions that prayer solves all
problems or the notion that all human encounters have spiritual solutions added to the poor orientation in our societies.

Notable among his security initiatives
was the discharge of a helicopter for regular
security surveillance and payment of allowances
to security agents that formed task force
that restored normalcy to the affairs of the people
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NATIONAL SECURITY;

……TIME TO REINVENT THE WHEEL
By: Ismaeel Odulana

T

he NATIONAL Chairman of the All

Progressives Congress, APC, Comrade Adams

Oshiomole on Wednesday the 23rd of July,

2019at the opening ceremony of the Presidential Policy
Retreat at the Council Chamber, Presidential Villa,
Abuja, told President Muhammadu Buhari to
rejig the security architecture of the
country.
This assertion coming from a frontline
member of the President's Party has
elicited varying reactions from the
various divides of the Nation: while
some feels that such coming from
the Chairman of the Party was not good
enough, other sighed relief that the voice
of reasoning was prevailing at last. A critical
look at the security of the country however
reveals a rot that requires the deepest attention and
action of the Federal Government in concert with other
stakeholders in the sector.
Nigeria inherited much of its security architecture from the
British system, as her colonial masters and over the course
of history has not carried out any major change aside some
infusion of the American style; primarily because of her
adoption of the American style Federalism and probably
because of the successes recorded by the various American
security apparatuses in the course of their policing the
World.
However, recent events have shown that even the
American security despite its seeming advantage in

conflicts across the Globe is not infallible as it has
experienced shocks and have equally carried out extensive
changes to her Security Networks, both in terms of
personnel orientation and weaponry on several occasions.
On the other hand, the Nigerian Security system has
remained much the same despite the glaring
transformation that has bestrode the
country's security situation, especially
in recent times.
The stagnation of the system has
shown in the handling of the various
security challenges across the
length and breadth of the country
including but not limited to the Boko
Haram saga, Herdsmen/ Farmers
skirmishes, the Oil thieves of the South,
cattle rustling and other crimes like
kidnapping for ransom. Even cases of Armed
Robbery have proven rather too heavy a burden to
tackle effectively for the Security Agencies without any
exemption.
Students of history will recollect the exploit and eventually
annulment of Anini's reign in the Old Bendel State.
Lawrence Nomangbon Anini aka Ovigbo the Law had
become a major threat to the peace of Bendel State and had
equally attained the status of an untouchable. At a National
event, the then Head of State, General Ibrahim Babangida
was reported to have asked the Inspector General Police, Mr.
EtimI yang rhetorically, “where is Anini?”. After a reign of
terror that lasted just 4 Months between August and
December 1987, the “Law and his criminal gang was
smashed by a special team set up by Inspector General and
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led by the then Superintendent of Police Kayode Uanreroro.
Anini and his gang were executed on March 29, 1987after a
diligent prosecution that saw Justice James Omo-Agege of
the Benin High Court sentence them to death by firing squad.
One will wonder whether same can happen now with the
various criminal groups pitched against a seriously
disoriented and disorganized security apparatus like the
Police.
The Nigeria Police was established in 1930, while the
Nigerian Army was established in 1863 as the “Glover
Hausas”, and metamorphosed in 1963 when Nigeria became a
Republic and like the Nigerian Navy which had been
established as the Marine Department of
the Royal Navy established in 1887 as a
quasi-military organization into the
Nigerian Navy. The Nigerian Air Force
was established on the 18th of April
1964, while the Nigeria Security
Organisation was dissolved into three
groups in 1986, that is the Nigerian
Intelligence Agency(NIA), the
Department of State Security (DSS) and
the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA).
However the Nigeria Security and Civil
Defense Corp (NSCDC) was
established in 1967 as a Voluntary
Paramilitary Organisation but
metamorphosed into a statutory
organisation in the year 2007.
Nigeria's Security Agencies were highly
respected and trusted as they performed
their statutory functions with dexterity
and commitment; as a matter of fact the
fear of the Nigeria Police was the
beginning of social wisdom. This
confidence must have informed the
position of General Gowon before the
30 Month Civil War began, when he posited that the
recalcitrance of the Eastern Government was going to be
ended by a mere Police action.
The first notable Armed Robbery Gang in Nigeria was led by
the infamous Dr. Oyenusi, while Folorunsho is reported to
have followed closely behind in terms of notoriety. The two
criminals were believed to be extremely fetish and famed to
have the abilities to disappear into thin air when under siege.
Despite the fear these two men evoked, the Nigeria Police
effectively arrested and prosecuted them before they were
executed according to judgments of the Courts.

Another interesting case in the annals of the Nigeria Police
was the celebrated murder of Apalara, an Islamic scholar by
members of the Oro Cult in Lagos in January 3, 1953.The case
caught national attention and the citizens waited to see the
outcome of Police investigation into the celebrated murder.
Although his body was never found, Ten months after, in
October, 1953 precisely, 11 members of the Oro Cult
including two siblings were apprehended and convicted of
murder.
Either of Boko Haram or the Shites are not the first Islamic
Group in Nigeria and ardent students of history will remember
that in the early eighties, the Maitatsine Group emerged in
Kano and raised dusts, but within the twinkle of an eye, in
1981 to be precise the Nigeria Mobile
Police in concert with Officers and men
of the regular Police routed the group
and put the members to flight. Although
one of the key figures of the group was
reported to have attempted a resurgence
of the group some years later, but this
was again nipped in the bud and till date
the Maitatsine has not been heard of
again anywhere in Nigeria.
Fast forward to the present and the story
is torrid and sordid to those who know
what it was like in the years of yore. Fela
Anikulapo Kuti in one of his
blockbuster songs had accused the
Police of corruption and he described
the Police Station as a Bank, where the
Divisional Police Officer is the Branch
Manager. Several incidents in the
history of the Nigeria Police have
reinforced this assertion, consequently
waning the confidence of the populace
in the Force.
However, the Police is not the only one in this messy situation
as recent events in the history of Nigeria has signposted the
decadence that seem to have taken over the once great
country, where persecuted people and the poor of Africa
found solace.
Although Nigeria has never really been involved in a war, the
prowess of the Nigeria Military is well acknowledged and the
dexterity of its men and Officers had reached a global acclaim
as a result of its numerous Peace efforts across the World.
History is awash with its roles in various conflicts including
the uprising in Katanga, Zaire now Congo Democratic
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Republic to Mogadishu in Somalia, Beirut in Lebanon, where
the Nigeria Military, especially the Army proved its mettle
beyond any iota of doubt.
It is also not a surprise that the same Military returned peace to
Liberia and Sierra Leone during their Civil Wars between
1990 and 1998 with a performance that stood them tall among
their peers from other African countries. Even the much
maligned Nigeria Police gives dazzling performances at
every opportunity to join their other counterparts during
International Peace keeping operations.

There is no doubt that our National Security is at tethers end
with the numerous challenges facing the Country today. And
from every part of the country comes the news of Kidnapping,
Armed Robbery, Cattle rustling, ethno religious clashes and
other forms of crimes.
It is thus pertinent to ask the question; what suddenly
went wrong?

training and information at their disposal to criminal
tendencies.
From the scenarios painted above, it is apt to say that the
recruitment process is deeply faulty and totally unreliable as it
currently stands. Various narratives have shown that a large
number of those recruited are not even interested in the first
place and according to one of such narratives, the traditional
rulers and other community leaders in the hinterlands often
push their subjects into the Military and other paramilitary
agencies in order to fill the quota allocated to their state or geopolitical zones, as the case may be.
In the same vein, quite a number of young men and women
from the other parts of the country see the Military and other
similar organisations as an alternative route out of the
unemployment menace currently bedeviling the country. The
consequence of this is not far-fetched from the current
security burden the country is facing as the various agencies
are populated with a majority of men hustling for financial
gratification rather than providing the statutory professional
services.
This no doubt has aggravated the level of corruption in the
various security agencies with the Police Force in the
forefront with a strong believe that the hitherto upright
Military having served in various operations with the police
have equally learnt the rope of massive corruption and this
cannot be faulted if the various cases of malfeasance
perpetrated by top Military Officers during the Jonathan
administration is put into consideration. Keen followers of the
North East theatre of war will also remember the case of the
General that was almost killed by his men in a corruption
related affair, while this is further reinforced with the constant
harassments of a number of Nigerians by Men of the various
Security apparatuses that make up Nigeria's Security
architecture.

Sometimes at the twilight of Military rule in Nigeria, one of
the Inspector Generals of Police confessed that the Nigeria
Police had recruited unscrupulous elements into the force and
made allusions to wanted Armed Robbers and other high
profiled criminals. Despite the confession, no one has come
out till date to tell the Nation what happened to the said
criminals who found their ways into the force.
We also have it on good authority that a few years ago, the
Nigeria Army discovered a number of recruits who lacked the
required prerequisites into the force. Subsequently and with
dispatch, the said recruits who had already received training
were eased out of the force, without any mechanism to
monitor them afterwards and ensure they do not deploy the

A former Security Chief who does not want his name in prints
believes this is the result of years of nepotistic tendencies
employed in the recruitment process which has seen so many
undeserving men and women employed into the various
Security Agencies. In his words, “over the years, our security
agencies have been populated by people who were not
interested in the service and were either coopted by people
who had interests to protect or forced by poverty.”
Corruption is the most endemic problem of the Nigeria Nation
as a whole, and the recent statement released by the
Independent Corrupt Practices Commission (ICPC) names
the Nigeria Police as one of Nigeria's most corrupt and a
school of thought believes that the institutionalisation of
page
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The level of incompetence in the Nigeria security apparatuses
is gradually becoming legendry. Sometimes in year 2011, the
Owutu Police Station was sacked by men of the underworld,
who also freed all the detainees in the Police cell. About year
2016, at the height of the Pillaging of the product Pipelines in
Arepo, a combined team of Police and Men of the Department
of State Security had paid a visit to the area for some unclear
business. They were rounded up and summarily shot by the
criminals.

corruption start from the Training schools where recruits are
trained.
Our Investigation shows that the trainees actually buy their
kits including shorts, T-Shirts, the training canvas and other
necessary materials. Dr. Ariwajoye Alabi a behavioural
Scientist believes the backlash of this is the kind of Police we
see today among our security personnel across the various
Agencies. Dr. Alabi in his words said, “You can't have
anything better than the kind of operatives you have today in
Nigeria. These are people trained to know they have to fend
for their needs right from training school to through their
service life.”
The investigation also shows that the Security Authorities
conduct shoddy or don't conduct the necessary background
check on the prospective recruits and where it is conducted
and there are grey areas, those responsible for the conduct
either cover-up or shade the facts for various reasons. This
must have accounted for the recruitment of unscrupulous
elements into the Police force like an IGP once confessed.

Some years ago, the pictures of men of the Nigeria Police and
Army and another showing two Security personnel engaged in
fisticuffs went viral, drawing the anger and reprimand of wellmeaning Nigerians across the various divides. Years back
people in Uniform were well known for their Spartan and
disciplined life which earned them the respect of all Nigerians
and elicited fear in the heart of the criminal and crooked. The
situation has since changed as criminals no longer respect men
of the security agencies anymore while Officers of the various
Security outfits no longer get the expected honour and respect
they rightly deserve.
Another issue that has drawn the ire of the observers is the
level of Discipline of men of the Security forces and their
interactions with criminal elements, especially known
miscreants and others men of vicious tendencies. Across the
Nation today, various men of the Security forces have been
arrested for aiding criminals in their crimes and
misdemeanours including Superintendent George Iyamu of
the Anini saga in Benin and many others like him.
The Nigerian Security forces have become a mirage of what it
should be with the various Agencies competing for attention.
As a result, the various arms of the security layout do not share
intelligence as expected of them to create an effective synergy
that will attain the objective of having them in place. The
consequence is that men of the underworld have a free day at
the market place of vices.

The role of Training and retraining in every spheres of human
professional life cannot be de-emphasised, but for the
Security Personnel, it is the very breath on which they must
survive and progress in the disposal of their duties to the tax
payers. Over the years, the Security Agencies have had
various issues with the training of its personnel and on several
occasions, the men and Officers have complained about
various forms of favouritism in the process of selecting
Officers and men for special training opportunities.

According to a former Police Chief, the forces engage in ego
trips to the point of abhorrence for each other and this has
affected the way in which they discharge their constitutionally
recommended duties to the Nation.

According to a retired Army Major, “special training,
especially overseas training are reserved for those who have
godfathers in the Service. If you don't have a voice soliciting
on your behalf, you don't get these privileges. That is why you
see the rot the Military is going through today and this is partly
responsible for the inability of some members of the Officer
Corp to provide the kind of leadership required during
operations.”

In an exclusive interview with a retired Lieutenant
Commander of the Navy, he said, “we are indoctrinated to see
ourselves as above other organisations in the security
arrangement and relate on the basis of collaborating sister
agencies with only the Army and the Air force; respect the
NIA, tolerate the DSS, understand the Immigration and
Custom, while the Police and others are considered none
existent at all, except maybe the Mopol arm.”
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Serious minded countries are known to have security
Modern battles are not won by lopsided advantage in
numbers, but by the deployment of superior thinking
gravitated on the deployment of modern technology;
ingredients lacking in the security arrangements currently
operated by the Nigerian Nation. It will interest the reading
public to know that the Nigeria Air Force as at today operates
Alfa Jets and recently bought a number of equally old aircrafts
including Super Tucanos, Augusta Choppers other countries
are willing to faze-out of their services.
In the same vein, the Army has acquired some Armoured
vehicles that are either of the lowest armour or fazed out
altogether, while the Police got some 18th Century Armoured
Personnel Carriers (APC) for their State Commands. A
journey along the major roads of the city presents one with the
pictures of the scrap like heavy metals lined across the road in
the name of APCs.
Men and Officers of the Military has been known to complain
about the kind of weapons at their disposal including
equipments as simple as their ration plates, water canteens,
ammunitions, rifles, night goggles and other regular materials
that makes the regular modern soldier in our fast evolving
world.
In a recent article in one of the National Dailies, the drones
deployed by the Nigeria Military in the Boko Haram War
were described by a columnist as too large and cumbersome.
He called for a review of the models in use and advised the
Military Authorities to immediately purchase high quality
modern versions of the drones.
It is surprising to note that the city of Abuja was reportedly
fixed with CCTV Cameras some years back, yet we are yet to
be informed that the CCTV Cameras helped to solve a crime.
With the growing crime rate and insecurity, it is time for the
Government to review the technologies in use, introduce new
technologies and upgrade those in use to meet the current
demands.

architectures clearly segmented into very intricate groups to
handle divergent tasks and needs within the Security
Network. Unconfirmed sources have it that the Nigeria still
operates the old system where the Army is one and same and
for name sake designate the various groups in names that do
not reflect the current needs of the Country.
The source claimed that the country does not have a real elite
group like the British Green Berets, American Navy seals or
Marines and that the group called Special Forces are just
soldiers that have displayed some level of dexterity in the
discharge of their duties. “Can you imagine we don't even
have designated sniper groups within the Security
apparatuses? And that is why our security operates in the
crude manner of engaging the criminals in fire fights that often
cost them heavy casualties?”He asked and thus advised that
the whole segmentation should be reviewed to create real elite
forces cropping together men and Officers with peak Iqs.
A Security expert advised that the Federal Government needs
to convoke a conference of former Security top brass, the
Military and other security Agencies to review the current
situation with a view to creating a Security Network that
operates on a symbiotic mentality with cooperation and
collaboration as the central theme of their operations. He said
that there is also a need to review the weaponry and
equipments.
Ayo Onileere contended that there is a need to review the Acts
that established the various security agencies with a view to
removing the vexatious articles that pits the various Agencies
against each other, especially the articles specifying their
duties and responsibilities within the network. He said this has
been responsible for the grandstanding, egocentrism and
clashes experienced within the system.
He also called on the Government to review the recruitment
processes with more emphasis on merit than other parochial
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sentiments. He slammed the current system that puts people
seeking a way out of poverty in the security Agencies as
against people who have natural love and desires to serve the
Nation.
As part of the reforms, experts also want the Federal
Government to compel the Security Agencies to establish a
crime data bank, through which adequate virtual background
can be conducted, while real time background checks through
the educational institutions, family members and community
leaders must be conducted to unveil the applicants into the
various security agencies in the country. Recruiting criminals
will not only expose the people to danger, it will also
compromise the country as we have today.
In recent years, our research has shown that each time there is
a major appointment in the Military or paramilitary
organisations, the whole generation of Officers below or at
par with the appointed Officer are summarily retired without
taking into account the vast resources deployed to their
training. Consequently such funds are laid to waste and the
Officers proceed to farming and other sundry employments
that does not have a direct effect on their calling or Nigeria as a
country.
This has been attributed as one of the major reasons for the
dearth of professionalism and experience in the various
Agencies and the war against terror is a big pointer to the
effect of this assertion. In a number of scenarios painted by the
propagandists and alleged by men at the front, soldiers are
said to have depicted beyond doubt their incompetence. Mr.
Fadola, a retired police Officer said, “from the position of the
videos of soldiers of the Operation Lafia Dole that I have seen,
it is obvious that the men were caught pants down. I served as
a member of the Police contingent to Liberia and saw and
heard stories of the exploits of our soldiers. You certainly
compare it with what you hear and see from the North East
theatre of war.”
“I sometimes want to believe this is not the same Nigeria
Army I saw and heard about in Liberia. This however is not
exclusive to the Nigeria Army, I have seen other agencies on
escort duties and watched videos of assaults on men of the
other Agencies in dismay,” Fadola concluded.

Further in the interview, he said the current trend boils down
to the dearth of experience at the various training institutes
and the general attitude of the personnel and implored the
Government to take these issues serious, while requesting to
eschew nepotism in the recruitment, deployment and
opportunities in the various Agencies.
About a year ago, the Chief of Naval Staff confessed that the
last time the Nigeria Navy got any major equipment was
during the second Republic. The same applies to the Nigeria
Air Force, while the Nigeria Army only got new equipments at
the height of the Boko Haram debacle. Of the equipment
procured and refurbished for the Navy, Army and Air Force
including the Aircrafts, Water crafts and heavy weapons, none
of them have been described in glowing terms. In a secret
interview granted to our media team by a Corporal returning
from the front who does not want his name published, “our
weaponry is so obsolete and inadequate- where you have the
weapon, the ammunition is rationed to the minute of operation
to the extent that you are counting the bullets as you engage
the enemy. The issue of heavy weapons is not even up for
discussions as sometimes a whole division does not even have
a single artillery gun and where they are available they are not
serviceable or have rationed munitions. Sometimes, I and my
colleagues feel we are just been led to the slaughter.”
The government needs to do massive procurement of weapons
and logistics like special multi-purpose vehicles, night vision
goggles, heavy artillery and other incendiaries for the
prosecution of the wars and future security issues. While it is
also important to procure real modern Technologies like
Multipurpose drones, surveillance equipments and CCTV
Cameras at designated locations across the country. It is also
suggested that there is a need for the Federal Government to
legislate on the installation of the CCTV Cameras in and
around all public and commercial private buildings.
Intelligence gathering and sharing
According to recurrent indices, Intelligence Gathering is still
crude and very unprofessional in Nigeria, as more often than
not the Security Agencies are deeply alienated from the
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populace and most of the Officers are not even familiar with
the beats of operation. It is obvious that Intelligence gathering
needs to take a different turn henceforth. There is a need for
intelligence Officers to act more professionally, while the top
echelon needs to send most of the Officers on refresher
courses to the advanced Nations in order to raise their
knowledge especially with the use of technology which for a
long time had been relegated to the background until the
recent formation of the Inspector General of Police Special
Task force.
There is also a need for the various Agencies to establish a
clearly defined mechanism for Intelligence gathering and
sharing model beyond the use of walkie-Talkies and bugging
devices must also play a
leading role. The Nigerian
Representative of Sky Track
Security revealed that at the
height of Boko Haram
operations in Nigeria, the
Company had approached the
Government as the Agent of
Homeland Security weapons
producers to market top shelve
military hardware including
Bomb Jammers, Armoured
vehicles and frequency Monitors to aid the work of the
Military.
To our greatest surprise, the Government did not even
respond to our series of proposals to help and a state in the
South West zone attempted to boycott the Nigerian Agent
with an intention to deal directly with the producers, but they
were sent back to the Nigerian Agents.” He said.
Sometime in year 2013, Armed Robbers car jacked a business
man in Lagos along the Ikorodu Road while his friend was
buying newspapers by the Ojota pedestrian bridge. Having
observed what happened, the friend hurriedly boarded a bike
to beat the traffic to the next Police checkpoint on the
Maryland Bridge, less than 1 kilometer ahead. At Maryland,
he met the police team stationed on the bridge and reported the
incident. To his consternation, the Policemen offered him
their rifles asking why he can't take their place.
Further investigations show that it takes between 5 and 10
years for the relatives of a slain Military or paramilitary
personnel to receive his benefits. This no doubt discourages
the men and Officers from performing selflessly as they have
a fear of their dependants future in case they are cut down in
the course of performing their statutory duties.

The issue of personnel welfare is one that will shock the
labour Unions and kill a welfarist.
A visit to the Barracks paint a picture of a shanty town from an
epic movie that is sometimes ingrained in the subconscious to
the extent of wishing never to return to the ugly buildings that
make up the barracks. Everywhere you turn to on the barracks,
you are confronted with the symbols of dereliction and
dilapidation. Independent investigations by exponent also
shows that the salaries and benefits are paltry when compared
to the attendant risk involved in their job. While in some cases
the men and Officers have to wait for days before the benefits
are paid.
Less than four years ago,
members of a special Team
were recommended for
promotion in the Police, our
investigation shows that the
head of the said Team
surreptitiously replaced the
names of some members of the
Team with non-members of
the Team and they were
promoted instead of the
deserving men and officers.
A Police Officer who does not want his name in print for
security reasons claim that some years ago some officers and
men were exclusively promoted for no reasons. He claimed
that the Officers and men promoted were from a section of the
country and concluded that he doesn't need to bother himself
striving to do anything unusual to gain promotion. According
to Lawrence Anisere, a Nigerian descent Security expert
resident in Germany, “these are weighty allegations that could
compromise the whole security architecture of a country. It
means there is no love lost between the men and officers and
they don't consider each other as partners.”
Anisere said further, “the greatest ingredient in security is
mutual trust and respect, if not love among its personnel and
you can't get the best out of men perpetually suspecting each
other. If these allegations are true in the least, then the
Government has to work arduously and quickly to correct the
anomalies, else the country is on the precipice of a security
collapse.”
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PROF. NA'ALLAH:

FROM THE LENS OF A PROTEGE
By Lawal O. Olohungbebe

I

knew not what Prof. AbdulRasheed Na’Allah looked like,
until 22nd June 2011, when we met at his lodge in the
Kwara State Government House, little did I know our
relationship will blossom beyond imagination. The meeting was
an Eye-opener to those enchanting
attributes I am now well accustomed to.
He had earlier been informed that I was
coming to see him in search of a
placement in the Institution he headed
as the Vice Chancellor, that is the
Kwara State University (KWASU),
Malete.

either first-class or second-class upper scholars, but if you have a
second class lower degree, then you have to commence a
Master’s degree immediately. That is sacrosanct!” he averred.
He went further, “…however, all your activities have been
volunteering-based, you may prove
useful for our community development
mandate.” After a brief and informal
interview about HIV/AIDS and
development issues, he asked if I had
been to KWASU. Of course, I hadn’t.
He invited me over for site seeing.

After several prodding, I made to take
my leave. Surprisingly, Prof. Na'llah
stood
up at the same moment as I did
Having welcomed me into his presence,
Professor Abdulrasheed Na’Allah
and insisted he worked me, a-would-be
Vice Chancellor, University of Abuja
he took time to peruse my Curriculum
staff of his, to my car, Albeit, I was very
Vitae (CV). Yes, it was light but not
uncomfortable;
here was I seeking for
empty, he noted. The two-leaf CV depicted all my life
some job placement, but being given such honour, by non-less
experiences.
than the CEO of the organization, made me feel so
uncomfortable.
Reminiscing over the great qualities of my boss turned mentor, I
realized how profoundly he had impacted my entire life. As he
All attempts to release him and let the poor humble self proceed
bows out from KWASU, which he had committed 10 productive
my
way were rebuffed by Prof. When we got to my car where it
years of his life to nurture, from cradle as a crawling infant, to his
was parked, he did put up an unforgettable act, by holding the
point of exit where the then toddler now rob shoulders
car's
handler, he opened the door for me to board. I was so
favourably with institutions times 4 its age, I cannot but wish him
awestruck, highly perplexed and of course, went on solitary
the very best in all his future endeavors.
trance, my frail legs boarded sheepishly; managing to splutter
some few words of thanks, I drove off still pondering on the
HIS UNCOMPROMISING TRAITS
humility of this apparently unassuming man.
Despite the respect he has for my father, Sheikh Sharafudeen
Ajara, who was our link, he maintained on not employing me as a
I was just a graduate with only BSc. Sociology and Anthropology
lecturer at KWASU because I didn’t make a second-class upper
from UNIMAID, my Alma Mata, and he was not only a professor
degree. In his words, “KWASU has a culture...our lecturers are
but also the Vice Chancellor of a university. I therefore pondered
in my mind to what do I owe this VIP treatment I received from
him and my thoughts briefly strayed to my parents. Ki Oloun je ki
After several prodding, I made to take my leave.
eni re bi wa (May we be proud of our parents and may our
Surprisingly, Prof. Na'llah stood up at the same
children too be proud of us). It was then I made up my mind that
regardless of the condition, I'll love to work under the KWASU
moment as I did and insisted he worked me,
CEO.

a-would-be staff of his, to my car,
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MY SITE-SEEING VISITATION TO KWASU
It was on a Thursday, I was on time for the appointment slated
with him. His personal assistant, Mr. AbdulRafiu Ayobami
Gold, whom I was meeting for the first time, ushered me into
Prof’s presence (the PA is an amiable and pleasant fellow whom,
over time became a close ally of mine). Prof. asked if I had gone
round the campus. “Yes, Sir.” I responded. He sounded happy to
see me. “Oh! You have gone round our university. You can see it
is a beautiful, serene and conducive environment” were
questions he reeled out in quick succession. I nodding, “Yes,
Sir.”, I affirmed again. I was still not confident enough to
approach him with equal dose of joviality; I was scared stiff of
any action that would jeopardize my chances of clinching a job
under him.
He further said “In KWASU, we have a Centre called Centre for
Community Development, headed by a Canadian, Mr. David
John Hannis. You will have to meet him for a formal interview. I
have to tell you that I am so pleased with you, but he has the final
decision if the System needs your services or not.” To be honest,
that frightened me a bit.
I thought to myself, maybe he doesn't want me around after all,
otherwise why will he place that condition, especially being the
CEO, which everything thing stops at his table. Grimacing
subtly, I managed to put up a smile that concealed my inner
feelings at the same time. The interview wasn’t the issue but the
rider. Anyways, what choice do I have?
ANOTHER NA'LLAH WITH CARBONCOPY TRAIT
After our meeting, I visited the Centre and met one Mr.
Muhammad Jamiu. I informed him of my mission and he
requested for my CV which I gave to him. Mr. Muhammad was
quite receptive; he offered me a seat and even gave me drinking
water to take. Afterwards, he promised to call me over as soon as
his boss, who was away on a trip to Canada returns.
That was how I knew the Mr. Hannis, head of the centre, wasn’t
around. So I had to leave on that premise, promising to call in
from time to time; but Mr. Muhammad rather ended up calling
me intermittently to assure and reassure me that I was going to
get the job. Those calls of his gladdened my heart to no ends.
On 3rd of July 2011, I was recuperating on my sick bed when Mr.
Muhammad Jamiu called to inform me that the ‘Oyinbo’ man
had returned from Canada. Such nature of ‘good news’,
sometimes, performs wonders which taking drugs cannot effect;
obviously, this was one of such, for I became healed
immediately, on hearing from the KWASU end. I later found out
that Mr. Muhammad was about the closest staff to the Centre’s

Prof. Na’Allah replied with a calm,
but cryptic response, “Congrats!
That was it and that will be all,
for now” Gbam!
Director, Mr. Hannis. Obviously, Mr. Hannis held the view I was
a good catch for the centre.
Ordinarily, some other local employees may be intimidated by
my qualifications, which was apt for the job description for any
staff expected to man the centre, yet Mr. Muhammad Jamiu, who
is a very close relative of the Vice Chancellor, had no hesitation
in recommending me to Mr. Hannis. What a wonderful family!
NA'LLAH'S STYLE
On July 4, 2011, I met the man who later became and remains a
great mentor, the pioneer director of the Centre for Community
Development, Mr. David Hannis and hee interviewed me.
There were some series of drama not to be recounted here. After
the interactive interview with me, he couldn’t hide his admiration
for me. And he strongly recommended me to the Vice Chancellor
for employment. He informed him that I was smart and obviously
ready to learn.
These two attributes I must have imbibed from experience as an
Omo’le kewu (local Arabic school).
Ironically, I had to wait for a little while till Mr. Muhammad
called to inform me that my appointment letter was ready. That
was on the 22nd July 2011. Fortunately, and unfortunately, if I
may say, as my appointment was to be on a part-time basis. Mr.
Muhammad felt bad about it but then insisted that I take it up with
the centre, Dave (as he advised me to refer to him; the American
culture!). Dave too was surprised as he had recommended me for
a full appointment.
Mr. Muhammad would not stop. He also insisted that I talk to the
VC too. That was too huge a task for me. I didn’t want to begin
work on a negative note. I really didn’t want to “protest” but upon
the insistence of Mr. Muhammed, I had to settle for a text
message instead of a call. I thanked him and explained the nature
of my appointment. I got another shocker when Prof. Na’Allah
replied with a calm, but cryptic response, “Congrats! That was it
and that will be all, for now” Gbam!
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He's a strong believer in the agility
of young men and novel ideas that
can help build the institution of his dream.
An institution in all things good,
noble and decent that would become
the cynosure of all eyes.
After talking to my father and securing his words of
encouragement and prayers, I settled down, did all the required
documentation and began another journey in my life. My salary
was N21,000 while others with the same qualification were
earning above N70,000, nonetheless, I was just too excited
about my new job and at intervals, the Oyinbo man would give
me stipends to augment my spending. I was meant to appear
thrice a week but I loved being in the community with my
mentor and Mr. Muhammad. I was always there five days a week
like others who were on full appointment. I love the rural settings
and the unquantifiable opportunity offered to learn under Dave.
After six months, I got a meagre increase in my salary. I kept
working while Prof. Na’Allah kept observing (I did say) through
my immediate boss, Dave. One day, Prof. summoned me to his
house and said “I want to thank you for not disappointing me.
Your director has been on my neck to ensure you get promoted to
a full staff. “Had I brought you into the system and you didn’t do
well, it would have been my failure. Thank you for safeguarding
my reputation in the eyes of our international partners.
Tomorrow, you will be elevated to a full staff status”. I got that
promotion and with time, i have risen meritoriously.
KWASU TAG AND EXAMPLARY LEADERSHIP
At KWASU, be you a student or staff, hanging one’s identity
card with a lanyard is a policy that is taken very seriously.
Na’Allah doesn’t take kindly to defaulters, even if you have a
very close affinity with him. The VC himself lives by example
rather than by precepts; the only time you can ever find the VC
not donning the yellow lanyard is only in his bedroom and only
members of his inner caucus could have, at one time or the other,
witnessed him without the hanged identity card.
On 15th September 2012, on my way to the COADY
International Institute, St. Francis Xavier University, Canada,
for a short course, I boarded the same flight with my VC. We
were traveling via Amsterdam but he was heading to the United
States of America.

At the Murtala Muhammed International Airport, Lagos, I saw
my VC with his tag boldly hung on his neck. Mine was inside my
luggage. I felt so bad that I didn’t have mine hung but quickly
consoled myself that we were not on campus and I wasn’t on
duty. I approached him and he was glad to see his boy flying
abroad with him.
Thank God I didn’t go AWOL. I offered to help him with his
laptop bag but he refused. I knew he wouldn’t give it to me but I
had to offer to do that being cultured to a fault, a noticeable
attribute of a true Ilorin-born.
My VC would not remove his tag even after the take-off. We
were both in the economy class cabin. When I passed by him to
use the toilet, I still saw KWASU tag on my VC. Ha! We alighted
at Amsterdam Airport, Schiphol, my VC still had the lanyard on.
Till we parted ways, the yellow tag was proudly displayed by my
amiable VC.
Every KWASU community member can attest to this, especially
those who had flouted the policy and got caught. Prof. Na’Allah
epitomizes everything KWASU, after all he birthed the
institution, just like a woman who birthed a baby, why then
wouldn’t he see KWASU as his personal belonging and therefore
often protected its name jealously; no doubt he was highly
passionate about the Institution.
A GREAT INVESTOR IN YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
Prof. Na’Allah, being the pioneer VC, had the rare opportunities
of appointing heads of departments, units and centres ensured
that the due processes were followed in the course of doing so. He
would always ensure round pegs are placed in round holes; he
also ensured that young vibrant hands were given opportunities
to work with him.
He's a strong believer in the agility of young men and novel ideas
that can help build the institution of his dream. An institution in
all things good, noble and decent that would become the cynosure
of all eyes.

In doing so, he gave consideration to professors as heads of units
like colleges and, in most cases, the institutes as well. Where PhD
holders were required to pilot he ensured that capable ones
among them take the charge. His belief in investing in today’s
youths made him appoint some youths who are even in their
twenties and thirties to head some units of this now acclaimed
emerging world-class citadel.
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With his mentorship and the unwavering support of other staff in
the system, they all are performing exceptionally well.
To mention but few, Prof. Na’Allah gave some youths in the
system the opportunity to serve as heads of the following
units/centres;
1. The admission office
2. The Resident Life Fellowship office
3. Office of Advancement and
Development
4. Office of SIWES and Student Employment
5. Centre for Community Development
6. Communication and Information Technology Office
7. The Protocol office
8. Website and Sub-domain Unit
9. Campus Travels and Tours Unit and many more.
As one of the beneficiaries, may I say neither words nor action
can adequately express the profundity of our appreciation. May
Almighty Allah reward him on our behalf. Many thanks to him
for showing us that the secret to success lies in simple things like
hard work, perseverance, uncompromising standard, exemplary
leadership and above all, reciprocative relationship.
SUCCESSOR PLAN
For reasons best known to him, Prof. AbdulRasheed Na’Allah
deliberately gave me the chance to talk to him anywhere, not
only me though. Sometimes, I would subtly challenge him on
some issues I needed clarifications on.
Sometimes, people would ask me to persuade him to take some
actions. Sometimes, I win, sometimes I lose. Yet, we remained
intact. Maybe he knows I adore him a whole lot.
During his last month at KWASU, I sought to see him and I got
his nod. I told him I wouldn’t allow him to leave without making
peace with some people, within and outside KWASU, I heard or
sensed he was having issues with. He said “Olohun’o kara

Alubarkah”. It means he wanted us to discuss them. As we
discussed those individuals and my opinion about their
relationships, at some points, he would explain the reasons
behind some of his actions in some cases, and would show
readiness to call some on phone to explain the reasons behind
some of his actions for or against them.
Eventually, for those I knew about, he had a pleasant departure
with them. Those involved do not even know I was involved. I
like it that way.
Much later, he now quipped “Awwal, do you think I can be
perfect? I am nothing but human like you” I said “No, Sir, but I
cannot see you have issues with people whom, to my knowledge,
do well but are not happy with you, neither will I join people to
castigate you without a fair hearing. I won’t sing your praises
when I know you don’t deserve them”. We both laughed and he
shook hands with me.
Finally, I said “Oga, who do you want as the VC after you might
have left?” I know it was a very big question but Prof. won’t
mind. My Prof said, raising up his two hands till his armpits were
showing, “Olohun ooo! If what I want is the best for KWASU,
please let it be. But if what YOU (GOD) wish is different from
mine, YOUR own will surely prevail.
All I want for KWASU is a VC who can supersede whatever I
have achieved so far. I want to visit KWASU and be proud of
what I will be seeing after me”. What else did I have to say if not
AAAMEEEN!
Farewell to my VC who used his authority to catapult us towards
success and refused to subdue us under hierarchy. I personally
cannot measure his contributions to my life. The value he added
to my career and personality, with his inspirational guidance is
indeed priceless.
Thank you, Professor AbdulRasheed Na’Allah for inspiring me

THE ERUDITE SCHOLAR AND QUINTESSENTIAL
ADMINISTRATOR PROF. NA'ALLAH HAS ALREADY
COMMENCED TRANSFORMATION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
ABUJA INTO A WORLD CLASS UNIVERSITY WITH
NEWLY INTRODUCED PRAGMATIC INITIATIVES TO UPLIFT
THE STANDARD OF THE INSTITUTION
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A DIGITAL VICE CHANCELLOR AND
A COMRADE VICE CHANCELLOR
By: Ogunwoye Samson

I

n Nigeria today, some institutions are lucky to have a

for the task ahead.

qualified comrade that has burning passion for progress

as a leader while some are fortunate enough to have a

Few days in office as Vice Chancellor of University of Abuja,

digital leader that embraces the reality of 21st Century, but the

Prof. Na'Allah's leadership dexterity that combines digital

most fortunate among them is

capacity with comradeship is

that lucky institution that has a

already paying off and setting a

comrade cum a digital leader as

new unprecedented pace for

Vice Chancellor, two special

the University, our dearest

personality traits culminated in

institution is already

just one entity, this is an

jettisoning the known analogue

irrepressible trait that ignites

system that has been in vogue

unquenchable flames of

since the creation in 1989, an

development and progress in any

antiquated system encourages

organization.

bureaucratic bottleneck and
torpidity,

the

new

At the most tasking epoch in the

transformation embraces the

history of our existence, the

digital reality of 21st century,

Providence has availed our dearest Institution with not just a

all accolades to our Digital Vice Chancellor, University of

leader that possesses all the idiosyncrasies of a finest

Abuja students would be assessing their academic results on

comrade, but also a Digital Vice Chancellor that perfectly

their portal from anywhere in the world, here is a huge

works in tandem with the reality of 21st Century.

milestone.

University of Abuja is this most fortunate institution in

With the recent development, the lecturers in University of

Nigeria and Prof. Abdulrasheed Na'Allah is the distinguished

Abuja are on top gear to move with the new pace, the non-

personality we are talking about. His active engagements of

teaching staffs are seeing reality from another angle while the

the management of University of Ilorin in 1985 as SUG

students are celebrating the dawn of a new era. It is obvious

Presidential Candidate and the Leader of Student

that the race to get Degree in University of Abuja is not a

Representative Assembly led to rebirth of Student Union

business as usual.

Government that was once proscribed in 1987. No doubt,
Prof. Na'Allah had a sound comradeship background and that

When the righteous reigns, the people would always have

attracts him to leading comrades like our leader, the new Dean

reasons to rejoice, but at this moment, rejoicing is not enough,

of Students Affairs, Dr. Umar Kari and others.

the ultimate task that lies on our shoulders is to give
unmitigated supports and solidarity to the Comrade cum

Also, our Digital Vice Chancellor had a wide range of

Digital Vice Chancellor and his co-travellers that have

adventurous voyage most especially in academic sector of the

prioritized the interests of University of Abuja as we are

First World prior to 2009 that duties beckoned on him to be

moving to the Real Next Level.

Pioneer Vice Chancellor of Kwara State University, the
institution that competes with bigwigs starting from it nascent

Ogunwoye Samson Gbemiga

days, his exposure in the larger world gives him enough clues

(Ogunsamson)

about the technology driven world. He's adequately equipped

Post Graduate School, University of Abuja.
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FIGHTING TERRORIST
FINANCING IN A DIGITAL WORLD
BY UBONG KINGSLEY-UDOH

I

n the new digital

entities avoid detection through

economy with the advent

the anonymity of online

of digital banking and

payment services, peer to peer

cash management, criminals

transactions, virtual currencies

have perfected the art of

(crypto) and proxy servers to

moving money across

mention but a few.

continents at the speed of light
and technological advances

Surprisingly, the actors in the

have made it difficult for law

fraud-value chain are not just

enforcement agencies to

the hackers or the drug cartels

tackle it. If money laundering was a country, it would

but willing conspirators (decision makers) within the

have been the fifth largest economy in the world and

financial services industry who offer those illicit

that equals to 3% of global GDP, benchmarked at

services to get hefty commissions in return. Beyond

US$2 trillion according to the United Nations Office

the surface, the impact of dirty money in the society

on Drugs and Crime estimates.

cannot be over-emphasised – it's used to fund conflicts
all across the world and money laundering activities in

Fraud and money laundering isn't a particularly

particular shore up property prices in major cities.

nascent phenomenon but the Internet has been the
biggest game-changer in the fight against financial

There have been solutions and organisations put in

crime. In our present world, money can be transferred

place to mitigate all of these, like the Financial Action

and withdrawn without any corresponding trace

Task Force- the anti-money laundering body that is

variable like an IP address. The Internet aid villainous

tasked with the effort to assessing global anti-money
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laundering effectiveness. According to their
Effective-O-Meter, the average anti-money
laundering stands at 32%.

So, in retrospect, this

means that most countries are doing a very terrible job
in preventing corrupt individuals and their industry
collaborators from stealing money and getting away

Crime actors are consistently
exploring new ways to exploit gaping
holes in legitimate channels so as to
masquerade their illegal proceeds as
legal tenders

with it.
In recent times, we have been hit by scandals
including but not limited to; individuals using

money trade. When businesses understand the

offshore shell companies to hide corporate

enemies and its strategies, they can better protect

governance and ownership information; a bank rip-off

themselves.

that led to a major money laundering scheme; a
sovereign wealth fund scandal and the international

DIGITAL SOLUTION

organisation financial controversies involving FIFA

The stratospheric growth of technology has been

executives. No one is immune from these threats in a

beneficial to the anti-money laundering efforts but it's

rapidly-changing global financial landscape.

also burdensome hence the dichotomy. On one hand,
it gives insights, scope and scale to investigation and

Crime actors are consistently exploring new ways to

management and in the other vein, it could be layered

exploit gaping holes in legitimate channels so as to

and cumbersome due to the lack of interplay between

masquerade their illegal proceeds as legal tenders. To

legacy technology solutions and products and the

solve this challenge, strategies need to evolve and

more recent technologies. Amidst the persistent

there need to be collaborative efforts between the

“noise” in the cyber arena, two new technological

financial services industry, technology specialists,

phenomena can redefine how financial crime is being

and the government. In the grand scheme of things, it

tackled – Blockchain and Machine Learning. These

is very pivotal to understand the motivations and

technologies can be deployed to build synergy across

modus operandi of the individuals that engage in dirty

internal and external third party data sources and
validating the link between transactions and entities.
Ubong Kingsley-Udoh is the Chairman and CEO
of Syspera & Company, a global management
consulting, technology services and outsourcing
firm.
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TRAVELOUGUE

THE AWE OF ESIE
By: Ismaeel Odulana

E

sie holds different attractions for different people. For

some it is the location; tucked away in a corner of the

earth that makes it a relieving get away from the hustle

and bustle of city life. Some others however, are held spell bound
by the historical antecedence and others are
simply blown away by the awe inspiring
mysterious Esie monuments.
Whatever is your opinion, Esie village in
general and the monuments in particular are
intriguing mind blowing entities.
Esie is a village in Irepodun Local
Government Area, located about 75
kilometers South-East of Ilorin, the capital
of Kwara state in North Central Nigeria.
The topography is mainly plain lands with prominent land forms
consisting of undulating hills, valleys and plains transversed by
well cultivated farm lands and like other parts of Kwara State, the
village experiences two climatic conditions; the Wet and the Dry
season with an intervening cold and dry Harmattan from
December through January and occasionally extending to
February.
The annual rainfall ranges between 1,000 and 1,500 millimeters,
while the average temperature ranges from between 30 and 300
degrees centigrade.
The vegetation also consists mainly of rain forests beautifully
interspersed by various streams, footpaths and human
habitations in traditional mud and modern cement buildings.
The people are an admixture of the old and the young engaged in
both the traditional occupations of farming, Weaving and the
modern trades including tailoring, welding, and hairdressing
amongst several others. Small scale businesses are also springing
up in all sectors most especially in the convenience industry.

His Royal Majesty Alhaji Yakubu Agboola Babalola
Egunjobi II, The Elesie of Esie

The village is however greatly depleted in population by the army
of its young men and women who have migrated to the urban
centres across the country in search of the proverbial Golden
Fleece. This has not however translated to lack of verve for the
emerging town as it has not deterred the people renowned for
their hard work and industry.
The people of Esie did not just get to their
present location but like other Yoruba
tribes, they are reported to have moved
from the old Oyo kingdom through Oyo
Igboho, Oyo Atiba, Iwoto, Igbo Awoko,
Oko Odo, before finally settling at the
present day Esie.
In another part of the village is a serene and
ambient environment fenced away from unwholesome intrusion
is an enclave highly revered by the people; the Esie National
Museum. Established in 1945 by the colonial Administration,
Esie Musuem is the first National Museum in Nigeria.
The soapstone monuments first came to notice in 1933 when the
CMS School Inspector for Oyo Area, H.G. Ramsham drew
attention to the images which had been discovered about 1775 by
the Esie people when they migrated to the present site.
There is no doubt that the stone images are both awe inspiring and
very mysterious as they are positioned in a typical Yoruba village
setting that shows daily human activities, such as bathing,
cooking and washing. There is even a set of images that captures
a king holding court with his chiefs, while another is set in the
traditional palm wine shed.
The stone images have male and female features including tribal
marks, family settings and activities coupled with the animals
clearly indicating they are Yorubas. More astonishing is the size
of the images, some are mere fragments while some weigh as
much as about 104 kilogrammes which is indeed a mystery
begging for answers.
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What is more intriguing is that the over 1, 500 images are carved
in soapstone, in a community with no carving history and in a
material not readily available in the community.
The Soapstone is a dark grey or green soft soapy compact variety
of talc used in decorative carving because of its great heat
resistance and easy work ability, talc was widely used in the
manufacture of pottery in ancient times and has often been called
potstone. It is also an ingredient in soaps, lubricants, tailor's chalk
or French chalk and pigments just as it is also used for talcum
powder.
Considering these facts, the origins of the stone images definitely
remain a subject of conjectures and hypothesis.
Stories abound on how the stone images came bye, including one
in which God was said to have promised the earlier inhabitants of
the village various gifts with a warning that none of the
inhabitants should venture out of the village on a particular day.
It is said that the king, a big okra farmer remembering that the
plant spoils if not harvested daily decided to quickly visit the
farm before the arrival of the messengers of God. Unfortunately
he was caught and the messengers were said to have placed a
curse on the people, which turned all of them into stone images in
the exact positions they had assumed as at the time of the curse.
The present Elesie of Esie, His Royal Majesty, Oba Alhaji
Yakubu Agboola Babalola Egunjobi II confirmed the story as
the legend held by their ancestors; however, he also agreed that
there is no readily available reliable verifiable evidence to prove
this myth.
The images are so amazing and could be dreadful from certain
perspectives; little wonder the initial inhabitants worshiped the
stone images and celebrated and annual festival with a special
hunting expenditure until the modern religions of Christianity
and Islam conquered their fears.

Since the discovery in 1933 and its adoption in 1945 government
presence was last felt in 1975 when the then Head of State;
General Yakubu Gowon visited the museum and thereafter
constructed the road leading to the Museum gates.
It is unfortunate that despite the mystery and ecotourism
potentials, the museum which has the largest soapstone images in
the world only got the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organisation's (UNESCO) recognition in 2008 and all
efforts to get the museum upgraded has not yielded any fruit as a
result, the usual rot is fast setting in.
However, indigenes of the town, interested Arts collectors and
concerned Cultural and History enthusiast continue to make
concerted efforts aimed at bringing attention to one of the
mysteries of our world; the Esie stone images.
There is no doubt that the Esie monuments remain a mystery, a
latent economic means for the inhabitants of the village, the
people of Kwara state and Nigeria as a whole if properly
managed. Mr. Ajala, an indigene of the Village said, “when we
were young, we used to have local and foreign visitors at the
Museum and some of us sold souvenirs to pay our bills, while
others were engaged as guides around the Village and adjourning
communities. That has however stopped and the Museum is a
ghost of its old self despite efforts of the indigenes to provide
minor infrastructures to shore up the profile of the Museum and
by extension the images.”
How did the stone images manage to get to Esie community?
Could it be that some people deposited the images at the spot and
vanished thereafter? Could it be that the gods got angry with the
earlier inhabitants of the village and decided to turn all of them
into stones as a punishment as held by the inhabitants? Could it be
that a stone image carver abandoned the images after working on
them?
Questions and more questions begging for an answer; that
interestingly is what makes Esie Monument tick and the town a
top tourist attraction waiting for exploration.
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IGP Adamu's Speech About Shiites,
Community Policing & Others

Mohammed Adamu
Inspector General of Police

1. I warmly welcome you all to this Conference which is a
continuation of my management tradition to constantly
engage strategic managers across all Commands in the
Nigeria Police towards regularly evaluating the internal
security profile of the country. This is with the intent to keep
abreast with the dynamics of crime and to jointly discuss
pathways towards either strengthening existing strategies or
evolving new approaches.
2. Within this context, I am delighted to note that the strategies
so far emplaced and the commitment demonstrated by
officers across all ranks in the Nigeria Police within the past
months have combined to aid in stabilizing the internal
security profile of the country. In consequence, between
January 2019 to date, a total of four thousand, one hundred
and eighty-seven (4,187) high profile suspects have been
arrested nationwide. This includes one thousand, six hundred
and twenty-nine (1,629) armed robbery suspects; one
thousand and fifty-three (1,053) suspected kidnappers; one
thousand and twenty-three (1,023) cultists, and four hundred
and eighty-two (482) murder suspects.
3. In addition, one thousand, one hundred and eighty-one
(1,181) firearms of various descriptions and calibre including
improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and rocket launchers
were recovered in various police operations across the
country within the same period. Three hundred and eightynine (389) stolen vehicles were also recovered from criminal
elements, while five hundred and six (506) kidnapped victims
have been safely rescued. It is pertinent to mention that of the

El Zakzaky
rescued victims, three hundred (300) were secured in Zamfara
State alone with two hundred and forty-nine (249) of this
number rescued between 9th to 23rd July, 2019 from bandits
and militias operating in the forests in and around Zamfara
State.
4. The foregoing achievements are indicative of the fact that
the trust gap between the Police and the citizens has been
narrowed such that the communities are now demonstrating
impressive commitment towards partnering with the Police in
presenting a common front against criminal elements. It is
also suggestive of the fact that the institutional capability of
the Police to undertake specialised operations, take the anticrime war to the camps and other safe havens of high-profile
criminals, and respond to any scene of violent crime has also
been significantly boosted. Above all, the achievements are
indicative of the effectiveness of the Operation Puff Adder
and other strategies emplaced by the Nigeria Police to address
prevalent crimes in the country.
5. In order to sustain these gains, we have commenced the
process of implementing the Community Policing concept
which involves the engagement of citizens in identifying and
prioritizing prevalent communal security threats as they affect
their localities and working together with the police towards
developing and implementing solutions to the identified
threats.
6. In giving effect to this, we are drawing on the Provisions of
the Police Act in relation to the recruitment and utilisation of
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Special Constables who in this instance, will be engaged as
Community Policing Officers (CPOs) under the coordination
of the Nigeria Police towards evolving a community-focused
policing architecture.
7. The breakdown of the Community Policing deployment
plan covers the recruitment of a total of forty thousand
(40,000) CPOs across the country in the interim. The CPOs
will be recruited from within the communities where the
prospective applicants reside and average of fifty (50) CPOs
are to be engaged in each of the 774 Local Government Areas.
In addition, one thousand (1,300) CPOs will be drawn from
professional bodies like the academics, Road Transport
Unions, Artisans, Traders Associations, Religious Bodies,
Women Unions, and Youth Organisations among others in
order to ensure diverse representation.
8. The CPOs shall be
d e p l o y e d t o
complement the Police
in law enforcement
functions within their
localities by performing
low-risk and nonsensitive duties. They
will also act as liaisons
between the Police and
their communities. This
policing architecture will free-up conventional police
personnel that hitherto perform such functions and enhance
our manpower profile in relation to deployment to frontline,
operational duties. When fully implemented, the Community
Policing Strategy will bridge the gap between the Police and
the citizens in a manner that will enhance optimal, costeffective, and sustainable law enforcement service delivery
by the Police.
9. In evaluating our policing strategies, I am to note that there
are still some security challenges which currently require our
professional attention and which will constitute part of our
discourse during this Conference. First, has to do with the
recent violent campaigns of the Islamic Movement in Nigeria
which are clearly designed to destablilise the country. The
second, is the spate of kidnapping in the South West
Geopolitical Zone of the country, while the third is the
activities of bandits, particularly, in some states in the
Northern part of the country.
10. The activities of the Islamic Movement in Nigeria led by
Sheik Ibrahim El-Zakzaky has over time evolved to constitute

a grave threat to national security, law and order, socioreligious harmony, peace, good governance and the sovereign
integrity of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. The members of
the IMN have engaged in extreme radicalism, series of terrorrelated activities, violence and other unlawful activities which
are inimical to the national security interest, good governance,
and the corporate existence of the Federal Republic of Nigeria.
Some of these nefarious activities include the following:
Pledging allegiance to foreign countries from where they are
enjoying political, financial and training support with the aim
of advancing their destabilizing intents within Nigeria.
Unauthorized blocking of public highways, engagement in
illegal roadblocks, imposition of illegal curfews and
checkpoints, raids on security assets, prevention of arrest of
their members,
invasion of court
premises to abort legal
proceedings involving
IMN members, refusal
to submit to ordinary
security checks and
attacks on security
agents which led to the
death of several
Nigerians.
Setting up of a para-military guard known as 'HURRAS'
through which IMN has been terrorizing local residents. They
have also instituted unregistered security outfits and
performed paramilitary ceremonies, hoisting of flags, combat
exercises, parades and inspection by the IMN leader
reminiscent of a State authority;
Provocative preaching and hate speeches aimed at inciting
members against non-members while working towards its
agenda of creating an Islamic State in Nigeria and challenging
the legitimacy of the Federal Government in favour of Islamic
government, non-recognition of the Constitution of the
Federal republic of Nigeria, non-recognition of State
Authority, non-recognition of our democratic values and
disrespect for our judicial processes.
The IMN has over the years manifested its penchant for
launching attacks on Nigerians and the symbols of State
authority. Since 2018 till date, the IMN has engaged in
coordinated and organized violent protests within the Federal
Capital Territory.
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Two weeks ago, the IMN extended its violent protest on 9th
July 2019 to the National Assembly in the course of which
they violently attacked and fatally injured security operatives
in an attempt to overrun the National Assembly and threaten
the nation's democratic order.
The protesters overwhelmed the first gate of the complex,
inflicting damage on the security post, and marched on to the
second one just before the main complex while the lawmakers
were in session.
The protesters also damaged a police vehicle and several other
vehicles belonging to visitors, lawmakers and staff of the
National Assembly who also sustained varying degrees of
injuries.
On 22nd July 2019, the IMN members again launched another
vicious cycle of violent protest around the Federal secretariat
during which they set a sub-station of the National Emergency
Management Agency (NEMA) containing a truck and
ambulance on fire.
A Deputy Commissioner of Police, Usman Umar, in charge of
Operations at the FCT Police Command and Precious
Owolabi, a National Youth Service Corp member in the FCT
were killed and several others injured with many properties
destroyed by them.
The violent activities of IMN under the guise of clamouring
for the release of their leader who is being detained on the
order of a Court of competent jurisdiction in Kaduna State,
has not only confirmed their disdain for due legal processes,
but has heightened tension and insecurity in the country in a
manner that confirms that their motivation is to destabilise the
country;
1. It is obvious from the foregoing that the activities of IMN
constitute glaring defiance and/or rebellion against the
Nigerian State, calculated efforts to plunge the nation into an
ethno-religious war, intimidation of citizens and security

agents, disrespect for Nigerian laws and the authority of the
Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces.
Their activities also clearly and consistently negate Section
1(2)(A)&(B) of the Terrorism (Prevention) (Amendment) Act
2013 and Section 2(1)(A)(B)(C) of the Terrorism (Prevention)
(Amendment) Act of 2013 and hence, justify their proscription
in overriding national security interest.

2. Although this meeting will review this and other general
security situation and emplace appropriate action plans that
are targeted at addressing these threats, let me affirm that in
relation to the Islamic Movement in Nigeria, in view of their
increasing engagement of terror tactics and other violent and
subversive activities which contravene the Terrorism
Prevention Act 2013, as amended, and vide the judicial
pronouncement of the Federal High Court, Abuja on 26th July,
2019, the Federal Government has classified them as a terrorist
group and has accordingly, proscribed the El-Zakzaky-led
Islamic Movement in Nigeria.
3. In consequence, henceforth, any person engaged or
associating, in any manner that could advance the activities of
the proscribed Islamic Movement in Nigeria, shall be treated
as a terrorist, enemy of the State, and a subversive element and
shall be brought to justice within the context of the Terrorism
Act. The import of this is that all forms of procession or protest
by IMN is now illegal and thus banned.
4. The Police and other security agencies are fully committed
to giving full effect to this judicial pronouncement in the
interest of our internal security and national cohesion. In this
regard, I wish to solicit the support of members of the public,
specifically, in the provision of information that will aid in the
identification of the locations of the IMN members and their
mentors as well as in working with us in apprehending and
bringing them to justice.
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For purpose of clarification, Nigeria is a secular State with
constitution provisions guaranteeing the freedom to practice
our faiths. This, however, must be exercised in a manner that
will not threaten our national security.
Hence, it is to be emphasised that while all adherents of the
Shiite Sect in Nigeria remain free to continue to practice their
faith and shall be guaranteed adequate security to so do as the
Judicial Order does not stop them, the El-Zakzaky-led Shiite
Islamic Movement in Nigeria which does not recognise nor
accept the Constitution and Government of the Federation is
the sole organisation that has been classified as a terrorist
organisation and proscribed.

I can assure that the perpetrators of these tragic and unguided
acts shall in the fullness of time, be identified and brought to
book.
I have already directed the Deputy Inspector General of Police
in-charge of the Force Criminal Investigation Department
(FCID) to undertake a detailed investigation into the
circumstances of the death of these great citizens and to
identify the perpetrators with a view to prosecuting them.
The war against crime is as dynamic as the society.
I, therefore, wish to charge you all as strategic police
commanders to redouble your efforts
in ensuring that the lives and property
of the citizens of this great country are
protected and safe at all times.

I want to commend all
the strategic
Commanders, and their
Officers and men for
their dedication to duty
and the sacrifices they
have to make in the line
of duty.
In this context, I wish to
particularly recognize
and condole the
families of late DCP Usman A.K. Umar and Precious
Owolabi, the National Youth Service Corp member that lost
their lives during the recent violent campaign of members of
the proscribed Islamic Movement in Nigeria in Abuja on 22nd
July, 2019.
I also commiserate with all other police personnel and citizens
that were injured or had their valuable assets vandalised
during the violence.

This is our sacred, statutory
responsibility and we must
continually strive to adapt our
strategies, provide the requisite
leadership and make the utmost
sacrifice to achieve it.
Finally, let me seize this opportunity to appreciate the citizens
of this country and to reassure them that, with their
cooperation, we shall continue to present a strong and
impregnable front to defeat our common enemies which are
the criminal elements that are bent on threatening our
cherished values and livelihood.

DON’T TELL
PEOPLE YOUR PLANS,
SHOW THEM

YOUR RESULTS.
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The Public Relations Officer of the
Nigeria Police Force DCP Frank Mba released these
contacts “to create a safe and secure
environment for everyone living in Nigeria”
08054384759)
Katsina State: SP Gambo Isa (08065737489,
08076666207)
Kaduna State: DSP Yakubu Sabo (08069298508)
Kogi: DSP William Ovye Aya: 08107899269
Kano State: DSP Abdulahi Haruna: 08105359575
Kebbi:

DSP

Mustapha

Suleiman:

08035868719/08129134085
Below are the names and numbers of the Police PROs

Kwara: DSP Ajayi Okasannmi Jeffrey: 08032365122/
08081763132

DCP Frank Mba: 08038375844
Deputy Force Public Relations Officer FHQ Abuj: CSP

Lagos State: DSP Bala Elkana: 07063116303
Nasarawa: DSP Ismael Usman: 07031963217

Adeniran Aremu (08034727873)

Niger State: DSP Abubakar Daninna: 08064958740

O/C Public Complaint Bureau FHQ Abuja: CSP Ngozi

Ogun State: DSP Abimbola Oyeyemi: 08123822910

Nkwoma (07056792065/08034050984)

08034241238

ABIA STATE: DSP Geoffrey Ogbonna (08039148294)

Oyo State: SP Fadeyi Olugbenga: 08035632410

Adamawa State: SP Othman Abubakar (08089671314,

Ondo State: DSP Femi Joseph: 08060159998

08036245920)

Osun State: SP Odoro Folashade (08035384448/

Akwa Ibom State: SP Odiko Mcdon (08033380470)

08075637757)

Anambra: SP Haruna Mohammed (08060970639)

Plateau State: DSP Tyopev Mathias Terna

Bauchi: DSP Kamal Datti Abubakar (08034656568)

(08063503207)

Bayelsa State: SP Butswat Asinim (08032789712/

Rivers State: DSP Omoni Nnamdi (08033396538)

08086642926)

Sokoto: ASP Mohammed Sadiq (08065633038)

Benue State: DSP Anene Sewuese Catherine

Borno State: ASP Usman Sadiq Usmobik (08039659139,

(08032845555)

08020932351)

Cross River: DSP Irene Ugbo (08068559326)

Taraba State: ASP David Misal (08067426392)

Delta State: DSP Onome Onovwakpoyeya

Yobe State: ASP Abdulmalik Abdulhafeez

(08130826008)

(08066947487)

Enugu State: Amaraizu Ebere (08038829086/
08123822894)
Ebonyi State: DSP Odah Loveth (08036230968)
Edo State: DSP Chidi Nwabuzor (08033726625)
Ekiti: DSP Ogu Caleb Ikechukwu (08035998410)
FCT: DSP Anjugurijesse Manzah (08133379980)
Gombe: SP Obed Mary Malum (08036057828)

Make Nigeria better by reporting necessary
security matters in your communities
to the Police
Join hands with the Nigeria Police Force
to address security challenges in our society

Imo State: SP Ikeoku Godson Orlando (07034714499)
Jigawa State: SP Jinjiri Abdu (08065670314/

Be a law abiding citizen
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The Southwest and The

Burden of Leadership
By: Shai Abidemi

T

Muslim Jihad with his subjects to found a new abode. His
heir, Oduduwa was also recorded to have led a number of
the subjects to settle at Ile Ife.

Although, history will remain debatable for as long as man
exists, because most of it is procured by oral rendition from
one generation to the next and very scanty written
accounts, which cannot thoroughly account for the long
existence Mother Earth and its major constituents; Man,
Animal and Plants. The growth of technology however
continues to help man with the need to unravel the mystery
of his origin.

Schools of thought among historians also believe that
Oduduwa is only the first migrant settler at Ile Ife and met
some aborigines living separately on the Land whom he
later coalesced into a single entity. Oduduwa's son, Okanbi
bore seven children who later became founders of various
kingdoms around the modern day Yorubaland. The most
illustrious among them of course in terms of authority was
Oranmiyan, whose influence spread as far as Whydah/
Dahomey in modern day Republic of Benin, Ilesa Baruba
in Kwara State, Binin Kingdom in Edo State, Ibadan in
Oyo and shared borders with the Ijebu Kingdoms in present
day Ogun State.

he Yoruba people are renowned for their
sophistication and civility in all matters
concerning human relations. These attributes are
often times misinterpreted as cowardice or laziness, but the
wise knows that the meekness of a lion does not make it the
contemporary of a cat, despite their affinity.

If what is available to us today thus is anything to go bye,
then creation must have started in Nigeria and
coincidentally Yoruba land, at Igbo-Eleru, where the
oldest carbon tested fossil till date has been discovered.
Thus it will be apt that to say that Yoruba land is the cradle
of mankind as far as Archeology is concerned.

It is important to note that Oyo Empire was one of the most
influential in the history of West Africa and the success of
the Empire by no little means was a pointer to the prowess
of the Yoruba people in matters of territorial integrity.

According to oral renditions, Orunmila descended from
heaven to a void by the leave of Eledumare (the Creator)
with a Cockerel and some amount of sand. It was the cock
that later spread the sand into what is today recorded as Ile
Ife, meaning the spreading land. However, a more
verifiable rendition holds it that Lamurudu, an idol
worshipper abdicated his throne in Mecca at the peak of the

The Yoruba people believe in fierce loyalty and will not
alter an agreement except where there is a clear signal that
their partner has begun to alter the dynamics of their initial
agreement; which often is the case in most cases that the
people have been accused of renegading on an agreements.
Keen followers of the modern history of Nigeria will
remember vividly the loyalty of Lieutenant Akintunde
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Akinsehinwa when his principal General Murtala
Muhammad was at the point of death; he died with him.
Colonel Adekunle Fajuyi was the Administrator of the
West in 1966 when the Head of State came on a visit to the
West; he had an option to choose between living and dying
with his guest. Of course he chose the latter; he bravely
died with him. The bravery of Brigadier General Benjamin
Adekunle, Lt. Gen. Alani Akinrinade, Gen. Olusegun
Obasanjo and many other too numerous to mention here is
well recorded in the annals.
One can thus conclude that the Yoruba people are neither
cowards nor betrayers of logical trust. It is thus a
misconception to take the civility of the people for granted
at any point in time. The Yoruba people will always stand
up to be counted at the right time and when the need be, but
never play to the gallery.
Since the return of democratic rule, the people of the
Southwest have to a large extent remain the fulcrum of the
resurgence, continuously experimenting the best approach
to gain real and effective Nationhood and the process
remains constant till date. It must be clearly understood
that the Yoruba people have always been divided along two
major political ideologies; the progressives and the
conservatives, while a sprinkle have continuously also
radiated less principled disposition to ideological leanings
and will like any shameless personality toe the line that best
suits his personal and selfish ends at any and every time.
The southwest leaders of the 1st Republic of course were
not angels, but their masses approach was well displayed.
History has it that chief Obafemi Awolowo responded to
his media shut down by the imperialist Britain by
establishing his own coterie of media to inform, educate
and enlighten his people.

Asiwaju Bola Ahmed Tinubu
During these periods the Odua Investment grew into a
Colossus with interests in various meaty pies across the
various industries, especially properties banking and Agroallied sector.
The region in recent years has been faced with a new set of
challenges and among these are the issues of Infrastructure,
Education, Unemployment, Industry, Transportation,
Healthcare and Food security among several others.
Although the zone is not alone in these challenges, but it
has not had it this bad in the past as the zone has always
forged out an alternative route in the midst of the National
challenges. However, what is lacking in the zone today is
the same collaborative efforts that made the Southwest the
cynosure of all eyes among its peers during the 1st and 2nd
Republics.

It is also on record that he managed the resources of the
people so effectively that the zone had no need for loans.
The instruments of State were well deployed in the
maintenance of law and order to the extent that criminality
was tamed.

In over two decades, there has been very serious
balkanization of the zone in terms of cooperating as entities
due to the morbid strive for self- aggrandizement by
individuals with Political leanings, such that an unhealthy
rivalry is created in the name of belonging to different
Political Parties. One incident that reverberates is a show of
shame put up by two important Political Office Holders
that got to the point of name calling and the issuance of
insulting words at the launching of the “Dawn Agenda”.

The States under the supervision of the progressives
continued in the same stride during the second republic
with Alhaji Lateef Kayode Jakande of Lagos, Chief Bola
Ige-Oyo, Dr. Bisi Onabanjo-Ogun, PA Adekunle AjasinOndo and Ambros Ali of the old Bendel State holding
sway. They cooperated and collaborated to dispense their
Party Manifesto which covered free Education, medicare
and infrastructure infusion.

The Governments of Osun and Oyo States have been at
daggers drawn over the survival of the jointly owned
Ladoke Akintola University sited at Ogbomosho, Oyo
State; an issue that should have been quietly settled without
the media frenzy that was created by the offensive attitude
and posture of the two governments, especially in the
recent past. How the University will survive now that the
States are under the control of different Political Parties.
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A friend recently called my attention to the LAKE Rice
arrangement between Lagos and Kebbi States and asked
for my opinion which I offered with absolute equanimity.
Despite the sizes of the various States that make up the
zone, there is enough land to plant and process rice and as a
result provide jobs for the teeming Youths of the zone.
I may be misunderstood as an ethnic jingoist, but I care less,
with the realities of our condition as it stands today. There
is an urgent need to borrow the Jewish economic principle
of 'Keeping the money within the family' to ensure the
rapid development of the people of the zone as a
constituent of Nigeria.
The realities of our security situation in the zone today calls
for a different approach from that which the State
Governors of the zone are adopting at the moment and
there is a need for them to up their game now. The recent
spate of killings, kidnapping and other criminalities in the
zone calls for a change of the approach been adopted by the
leaders of the zone.
About two years ago, five students of a Lagos State Model
College were kidnapped in Epe and after days of
negotiation involving the Lagos and Ondo States
Governments the pupils were released to the Ondo State
Government. The role of collaboration and cooperation
was well captured on this occasion, more so the two States
were administered by Governors from two very different
Parties. However, the Southwest Leadership must take the
cooperation beyond the boundaries of emergency response
to proactive planning and execution of a development
Agenda that is beyond Party affiliation and that will be
untainted with politics and other primordial sentiments.
It will be criminal to say that this challenge is entirely new;
several events in the past point to a problem that is not
synonymous to the present but obviously deserves a new
approach.
We grew up with the Fulanis tendering gently to their
animals as group of people from the other part of the
country. We related as members of the same community;
traded, fought crimes together and even in some cases inter
married. Despite this long term affinity, some years ago,
about two decades to be precise, some criminal elements
began to creep in among the Fulanis that we had lived with
peacefully for decades.

hotbed of rape, robberies and inexplicable killings among
other crimes. In parts of Ogun State along the same belt and
down to parts of Yewa and Egba, the story wasn't much
different.
Several sources around Yoruba land for a long time have
been alerting the authorities to the rapid migration of
suspicious elements to the zone of the country without any
response from those who should. However, the recent
upsurge in crimes purportedly perpetrated by these
elements calls for a different response from the leaders of
the Southwest zone and this goes beyond holding
conferences and discusses.
It involves mobilizing and restoring the peoples' trust in
government apparatuses before they take to self-help as an
alternative measure. The Southwest Governor can borrow a
leaf from Lagos by creating Localised Security outfits like
the Lagos State Security and Safety Corp to gather and share
intelligence with the relevant authorities.
The States of the zone also needs to create a symbiotic
intelligence Network along their borders and within the
forests closest to them to ensure that no criminal element is
hibernating in such areas and curb the movement of the
criminal elements among the Fulanis and other tribes
including indigenes.
A friend recently told me that the greatest achievement of
the former Osun State Governor is the purchase of a
helicopter which he claimed was deployed for surveillance
purposes. The State Governments can either collaborate to
buy more or collaborate to maintain those owned by other
states in the zone. This can be deployed for areal support for
the security operative on ground and equally for
surveillance and investigation in difficult terrains,
especially the marshes of the riverine and the peaks of the
various undulating landforms across the zone.
On the diplomatic front, the State Government should
create a State Registration mechanism that will establish
legitimate residents through their businesses and other
legitimate activities. On the whole, I think it's time the for
the Southwest leaders to eschew Politics from governance
and face the real task of leading the people out of the
socioeconomic doldrums we have currently got into
deliberately or inadvertently.

These criminal elements made life hellish and brutal for the
indigenous people, especially in Oke Ogun area of Oyo
State with Saki, Iseyin, Igbo-Ora and Igbeti becoming the
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Rising Tension in Rivers State:

Presidency Should Caution Rivers State Government
By:Wale Agboola

P

eace obtained by the barrel of the gun without justice
is a mere pregnant silence that has an expected
delivery date and often the offspring include
cancerous disobedience that will equally deliver chaos.
When General Sanni Abacha superintended the execution of
Ken Saro Wiwa and others in the Ogoni five saga, many
power mongers would have sighed a euphoric relieve, but
subsequent events have accentuated an ingrained militant
disobedience that have shown that peace must be obtained on
the altar of negotiation, diplomacy and justice.
It would be recalled that crises erupted in Abonnema, the
headquarters of Akuku-Toru LGA of Rivers State during the
last general elections, where lives were lost including that of
two military officers. The Rivers State Government set up a
Panel of Inquiry said to be with motives to clandestinely indict
members of opposition parties and brand names in Rivers
State. Incidentally, the name of Belema Oil was among those
listed to appear before the panel, an action regarded as image
smearing and vendetta against the owner of the company. The
panel of inquiry has thereafter become nonexistent. However
it has been alleged that there is plan B, and another strategy is
believed to have ensued; allegedly orchestrated by the agents
of the Rivers State Government with a different dimension.
It will be recalled that in 2017, the people of Offoin Ama/Kula
Communities of Akuku-Toru Local Government in Rivers
State shutdown the operations of SHELL popularly known as
SPDC from the community and women from the community
mounted watch over the facilities with the presence of officers
of Nigerian Army safeguarding the facilities on a routine
basis.

The agitations of the people of the Offoin Ama Communities
bothers on an attempt by SPDC to divest of the facilities and
the host communities are insisting on rights of first refusal,
which means, to give opportunity for someone from the
community to acquire the facilities which they believe will
translate to massive development in the areas, but SPDC has
refused blatantly to honour to the creed over time and the
agitators have maintained their stand in spite of series of
threats against them. They accused SPDC of not having any
remarkable or encouraging project that impacts positively on
the lives of the people of the communities for over 30 years of
their operations, while also saying that Belema Oil has only
operated in Kula Community for less than five years and
within the period have put in place several remarkable
projects that has become their pride.
The projects are varying in size and impact and include the
provision of a well-equipped water supply facility, welfare
packages and different kinds of sponsorships which has fast
tracked both human and social developments within few
years of operations.
Ordinarily, the reports of vendetta by Governor Nyesom
Wike against Engr. Jack Rich Tein would have been regarded
as a propaganda, but the Governor assembled the Traditonal
Rulers from different Communities of Akuku-Toru LGA to
the Government House recently where they purportedly
signed resolutions to permit SPDC to return to operations in
proxy, an action that was eventually declared as a charade by
the people of Offoin Ama Community where the oil facility is
located. The action has already triggered fresh protests in the
oil rich areas but the presence of security agents portrayed the
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situation as under control, while the Traditional Ruler of
Offoin Ama - HRH King Aaron Sibia Sukubo Offo has
aligned with the wish of his subjects that insisted that SPDC
must divest in favour of the host community.
As complaints of various shades of criminality continues to
rise in Rivers State to an alarming crescendo with innocent
residents being kidnapped, maimed and robbed at gun point
without let on a daily basis; even in broad day light, the Rivers
State Governor is allegedly pursuing a vendetta against an
indigenous oil magnate for suspicion that he supported the
reelection of President Muhammadu Buhari.
Credible sources revealed that the hitherto cordial working
relationship between the President/CEO of Belema Oil –
Engr. Jack Rich Tein and Rivers State Government led by His Excellency, Barrister Nyesom Wike hit the rocks shortly
after the last Presidential Election. Engr. Jack Rich Tein is
reportedly a proud fan of President Muhammadu Buhari and
in the characteristic of business moguls, he threw his weight
behind his choice of candidate, funding campaigns and other
constituent activities.
It is apt to say that putting your money where your mouth is by
throwing your weight behind a candidate in an election has
become a routine exercise in Nigeria, but curiously the Rivers
State Government have launched frontal attacks against
Belema Oil owned by Engr. Jack Rich Tein for the same
reasons some individuals in Rivers enjoy the patronage of the
Governor.
In the discuss on Local Content and Home Grown Economy,
Belema Oil has attracted love from the indigenous people of
Kula Communities not just because it has a CEO who is a son
of the soil, but because the rapid developments and social
interventions of the company is second to none in the history
of the good people of Kula. Beyond the borders of Kula, the
CEO of Belema Oil recently handed-over a number of water
supply facilities in Katsina, Sokoto and Gombe States,
differently commissioned byGovernor Aminu Bello Masari
of Katsina State, Governor of Sokoto State - Rt Hon Aminu
Tambuwal and Governor of Gombe State... in the presence of
Eminent Traditional Rulers in those States and several similar
projects in different parts of Nigeria are awaiting
commissioning.
It's not a crime for foreign investors to operate in Nigeria but
never again at the expense of indigenous companies with
credibility and proven integrity to perform better than foreign
investors such as the case of BELEMA OIL.
The people of Kula regards Belema Oil as a God sent giant to
relieve the downtrodden people of Kula from their age long

In the midst of the scuffles, the unruffled President of
Belema Oil - Engr Jack Rich Tein has relocated
the headquarters of Belema Oil from Port Harcourt to
Kula in Akuku Toru LGA, to oversee giant social and
infrastructural transformation in the communities.
suffering and they are saying never again to SPDC on their
land, why then is their Governor not on the same page with
their desires. The same Belema Oil has several interventions
programmes such as sponsorship of indigent Students of
Rivers State among other collaborations with Rivers State
Government, which are documented and public knowledge.
When will State Governors such as NyesomWike stop their
intolerance against any dissenting voice, while President
Muhammadu Buhari has accorded them absolute respect to
their rights and continued tolerance as Governors on
opposition party platforms, without any discrimination along
Party lines? Now that Engr. Jack Rich Tein business is being
attacked by the Rivers State Government through witty
methods, how will one qualify the leadership of Rivers State
under the present administration other than insensitivity to
homegrown economy/local content on the altar of vendetta.
The well-meaning Nigerians that have the ears of Governor
Wike should intervene in this matter before Rivers State
Government returns the Country back to the era of Militancy.
The issues are already creating tensions within communities
in both Rivers and Bayelsa States: the peaceful ambience of
those communities in the last 8 years must be sustained and
every attempt to create another fiefdom must be checkmated,
and it's not in the interest of the Country to shortchange
productive indigenous companies for foreign ones.
In the midst of the scuffles, the unruffled President of Belema
Oil - Engr Jack Rich Tein has relocated the headquarters of
Belema Oil from Port Harcourt to Kula in Akuku Toru LGA,
to oversee giant social and infrastructural transformation in
the communities. One topical focus of the oil mogul is the
completion of the ongoing 80km road construction from Kula
to Degema and change the over 600 years history of Kula as an
Island with no road connection to anywhere other than water
ways.
The completion of the project will not only develop the
economy of the town; prosperity will be abundant and the
whole world can connect to the tourism opportunity in Kula
through the Atlantic.
If the large size of Belema Oil workers paying income tax to
Rivers State Government is not enough as a measure of
appreciation by the government to the company, the
responsible discharge of corporate social responsibilities by
Belema Oil to people and communities in Rivers State should
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FELA

22 years
just like yesterday
By: Adeola Soetan

I

arrived Berger from Ibadan exhausted. Then a willing
taxi cab driver came to my rescue after some bargaining
about the fare. Destination was number 162, ipaja road
Agbotikuyo, the national headquarter of our organisation,
Democratic Socialist Movement, DSM, popularly called
Centre.
The Centre was the convergence of workers, working class
and student activists who believed in the idea of Marxism and
the ideology of Socialist revolution as the only alternative to
the anti - poor capitalist rotten system both locally and
internationally.
Today, an uncountable lot of radical student & worker
activists and revolutionaries have been produced or passed
through Centre, the incubating platform for many brilliant
Socialist ideologues.
As usual, we were trapped in traffic and the driver tried as
much as possible to outsmart other drivers in the Lagos
fashion of driving. As we were moving, Kenny Ogungbe, the
famous 'ke ke ke' of Raypower FM started playing Fela's
music. I was happy as the Fela music from the car radio
instantly became a sort of an anti - stress therapy for me. As a
lover of Fela's music, I literally came back to life enjoying
different old albums of Fela uninterrupted by the DJ.
As I was enjoying the music, I told my self: 'Ori Keny pe gan
ni o pelu Fela to n' play yi' (Kenny gets sense for playing Fela
music this long.)
Then the shocker of all shockers from Kenny while signing
off the music: 'that was late Fela Anikulapo - Kuti, may his
soul rest in peace’
I exclaimed: 'Se Kenny ya were ni, how can he say Fela is
dead?. The driver in surprise asked me:' Oga, so you don't

know that Fela has died, he died this afternoon, na so we hear
am today o’
A state of sadness, anger and disbelief enveloped me instantly.
I was confused. I told the driver to take me to Fela's shrine at
Ikeja from Ogba.
Waoh! Fela is truly dead.
When I saw the mammoth mournful crowd from Ikeja under
bridge streaming towards Fela's Afrika shrine at Pepple
Street, I knew the Chief Priest, the original Onile Orisha for
AFRIKA is gone.
The mourning styles adopted by different people that have
come to see and hear by themselves on that day were diverse.
Some were crying like babies, many were mourning with raps
of jumbo size Igbo emitting attractive smoke with intermittent
shouts of some Fela's nicknames - 'Leniyan!', 'Omo Iya Aje',
'Baba Agba' 'Onile Orisa', 'Anikulapo', giving Fela accolades
with their clenched fists. All were in a state of suspended
animation.
Ladies were not left out as we were all waiting for Fela's elder
brother, Prof. Olikoye - Kuti and other members of Fela's
family to address a scheduled press conference to formally
announce the cause of Fela's death.
As I was dragging my big luggage to my discomfort up and
down Pepple and other adjoining streets chatting with other
Fela's guys, it then dawned on me that my decision to divert
the taxi driver to Fela's shrine after hearing about his death on
radio was not a wise one. I could have dropped the baggage at
our Centre at Agbotikuyo, had chat with comrades
particularly Segun Sango, DSM national general secretary
and Alfred Adegoke, Fredodo, the two foremost fans of Fela,
and we could have jointly moved to the shrine if they
considered it necessary.
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Well, my spontaneous decision was understandable. Since
1972, I have been a fan of Fela till I met him physically when
he drove himself in 1976 in his branded range rover jeep to our
school, Rev. I. O. Kuti memorial grammar school, Abeokuta,
founded by his mother, and again when his late mother, Mrs
Funmilayo Kuti's corpse was to lie in state in our school
before her burial.
Before his death, Fela had been sick for sometime after his
release by Bamaiyi's led NDLEA. The last two shows I
attended at the shrine were the least of Fela's stage
performances. The sickness had taken a serious toll on him.
Even at that, nobody believed Fela would die so soon.
So, when Olikoye announced to the world that his younger
brother, Fela, died as a result of complication from AIDS,
many of Fela's diehard fans never believed him, rather they
believed that Fela died as a result of complications from
Bamaiyi's NDLEA detention.

na come wake me up and ask me say but Fela, you say you no
go die, why you come die now? foolish people' Fela can yab
and yab, men.
But truly, Fela has refused to die since the message of his
music is still alive with us till today. He sang Government
Magic, Archibishop na miliki, Popu na enjoyment, Imamu na
gbaladun, Suffering and Smiling, Sorrow, Tears and Blood,
Beast of no Nation, Egbe Ke Gbe, Suck Afikan People, (SAP).
He sang Toto don cheap o for Lagos, NAPOI, Yellow Fever,
Zombie, Ikoyi Blindness, VIP, No Agreement Today, No
Agreement Tomorrow, Unknown Soldiers, among many
other songs released or shrine music.. Nothing fundamental
has changed from all the societal ills and oppression by
government that Fela devoted his life to fight against. In fact,
the situation of the masses was getting worse by the day while
government people dey still money and enjoy.

I overheard a female fan say: 'Fela no believe say AIDS dey,
so how Fela come die of AIDS, na government kill Fela no be
AIDS’

Fela committed class suicide, as a revolutionary social
crusader. He sang, talked, yab, protested, he was jailed,
molested, beaten, his house was burnt, his mother was thrown
out of window. What else did we want him to do before he
died than to Look and Laugh.

AIDS or government killed him, Fela never believed he
would die. Fela would say: 'I no go die, and if I die, make you

Rest on Leniyan!, the Chief Priest of Afika Shrine - the Onile
Orisha of Afika. The real people's prophet

FELA'S VIEW ON ETHNIC BIAS
INTERVIEWER: Fela, you are a southern Nigerian but you recently presented a special gift to specially thank Inspector
General of Police M D Yesufu, who is a northern Nigerian prince. This raised eyebrows in some quarters especially due to the
fact that many southern Nigerians avoid northern Nigerians. What's your take on this?
FELA: I don't care about any raised eyebrows, I care only about the person that saved my life and my career. During Gowon's
regime, a certain policeman known as Sunday Adewusi made life unbearable for me. He promised me that I will never rest,
and he made sure I never had rest because I was always arrested, beaten up, and charged to court almost on weekly basis on
the orders of Sunday Adewusi. Now tell me, is Sunday Adewusi a northern Nigerian? Let it be known that when Murtala
came to power and made M D Yesufu the inspector general, my house was never raided, not even once. I have evidence of
people going to meet M D Yesufu to raid my house and get me jailed but he always replied them that "...Fela is not a
criminal...". Why do you think Obasanjo sent soldiers to burn down my house? It was because M D Yesufu refused to obey
his orders to send policemen he controlled to do such an illegal thing. So is Obasanjo a northern Nigerian, and Murtala and M
D Yesufu, are they southern Nigerians? Even when Abiola owed me money, and I occupied his Decca building to force him
to pay me my money, it was the same M D Yesufu that settled the matter. Instead of paying me my money, Abiola went to
court to get a court order mandating police to arrest me and detain me but M D Yesufu refused to obey court order to arrest me
but instead spoke to me like a brother. So, tell me, was Abiola a northern Nigerian, or was M D Yesufu a southern Nigerian?
Even when I sued Obasanjo to court for burning down my house, was Justice Dosunmu that threw out my case from court a
northern Nigerian? Even Tunji Braithwaite that was my lawyer at that time, didn't he bungle my case from the beginning,
using me to get popular in Lagos? Was Tunji Braithwaite a northern Nigerian? *I will never join anybody in believing that
everything from southern Nigeria is good, and everything from northern Nigeria is bad*. I've been helped by many southern
Nigerians, and I've been victimised by so many southern Nigerians - Sunday Adewusi, Obasanjo, Abiola, Tunji Braithwaite,
you name it. M D Yesufu was good to me, even though he is a northern Nigerian, so why won't I go to his official residence to
present him the gift?
-Extracted from the book titled _Fela: This Bitch of a Life_ by Carlos Moore, PhD
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THE RATINGS WHICH

REALLY MATTER

By: Hon Onoja Edward David

H

His Excellency, Governor Yahya Bello

ypocrisy is well known detractors of a man

years in office they came anywhere near the achievements

claiming they are rating his performance. The

GYB has recorded in his?

legitimacy and force of any rating exercise lies in

the objectivity and impartiality of its agency. Without

Check security, roads, rural water supply, electricity, health,

freedom from bias, what we have are just interested or guilty

education or civil service reforms? Naysayers can travel down

parties standing judgment in their own matter.

and take a tour of the state now then compare and contrast with
the recent past. Anyone who can

For instance, if people like

find the humanity to blind

Dino Melaye claim they are

sentiments and judge from with

rating Governor Yahaya

the fear of God and in the interest

Bello low, such ratings, as

of the people cannot but arrive at

the lawyers say, go to no

the inescapable conclusion that

issue at all and are vitiated

Governor Yahaya Bello and his

by malice and bias.

New Direction Administration
have started a long-awaited

Another example is when

renaissance in our dear Kogi.

some individuals, including some persons who held sway in
government at all levels, some of them from as far back as

Let me give you some ratings which really matter and which

when we were still in kindergarten, still believe they should be

display our milestones in office:

calling the shots and deciding for us in government. If they
were that good and had all that knowledge, why was Kogi so

In 2017, less than 2 years into GYB's tenure Kogi was rated one

prostrate and in disarray when Governor Yahaya Bello took

out of only 4 states in the federation deemed success stories in

office?

the SDGs by the United Nations. We were invited to the 72nd
UN General Assembly where we made a presentation.

Only a fool does the same things the same way and expects
changes. We need to be objective and erase these sentiments

Governor Yahaya Bello inherited a Kogi State that was the

unless we do not want progress. Comparatively speaking, can

kidnap capital of Nigeria with over 250 kidnap cases in 2015

any of these previous governors prove that in their first 3½

alone. Less than 6 months into his tenure, it dropped
page
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drastically. In fact, for a 6 month period from July of 2017 to

In appointments, for the
first time the state enjoys
equity in spread of government
appointment and projects.

early January of 2018 we recorded no kidnaps at all. Till
today, we only record random and isolated cases.
We officially became the 2nd most peaceful state in the
federation after Osun, and the most peaceful in northern
Nigeria in 2018, as rated by the National Peace Index (NPI).

Though an Ebira man, Governor Yahaya Bello works with an
Igala Deputy and Chief of Staff, as well as an Okun SSG. First
time ever for such spread. I am probably the most empowered

In the same 2018 we were rated the state with the second
lowest crime statistics after Kebbi by National Bureau of
Statistics (NBS).

Chief of Staff in the whole country and I like to believe that I
have justified the trust which my boss deems fit to repose in
me.
We have Elders Advisory Councils across all the Senatorial
Districts which provide an outlet for the wisdom of the
experienced elders to reach out and guide government,
especially in sensitive matters pertaining to the peculiarities of
each locality.
Our Internally Generated Revenue has grown from about
N350m monthly to over N1bn simply by eliminating
corruption and improving collection.
This 2019, we have been rated the 7th top performer among all

Our enhanced security came at the cost of a Governor actually

the states and FCT in basic education by the Universal Basic

spending his security vote and other appropriated funds on the

Education Commission (UBEC). Over 375 basic education

provision of security for his people.

schools have been renovated or constructed from scratch
across the state. Our secondary schools have enjoyed the

Over 200 and 500 brand new 4WD vans and motorcycles

administration's magic touch too, especially in enhanced

were purchased and distributed to all the security agencies in

learning materials. Several Tertiary institutions were

addition to other gadgets and financial support. We build a

upgraded to the point they have received long outstanding

Forward Operations Base for the Nigerian Army and outposts

accreditation for critical courses.

across the state. There is the formation of The New Kogi
Vigilante Service. Over 5000 Kogi citizen recruited,

Still in 2019, the NBS rated us one of the only 9 states which

screened, trained and equip to ensure effective and efficient

reduced unemployment at a time the rest of the country slid

Community Policing. A vital support base for the already

further into it. Where are those who shouted up and down that

established Security Agencies.

the Governor's civil service reforms were a waste? Even the
vexed salary arrears have become history as the Governor

In appointments, for the first time the state enjoys equity in

kept his word to pay up all arrears as soon as the bailout funds

spread of government appointment and projects. Tribe and

become available. They bailout has come and the Governor

religion play no role except to ensure for proportionality. The

has paid. Talk and do!

youth have taken over and women occupy both high profile
positions and real influence.
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House and the Project Light Up Kogi East is unique to us. We
have several cultural and unifying festivals banned over the
years, some since colonial times. Governor Yahaya Bello has
restored them, both as a salute to us and as a means of
improving the tourism and culture profile of the state.
We cannot mention all the projects, policies and initiatives
Governor Yahaya Bello has brought electricity to nearly 100
communities across the state, especially in the Eastern flank
and the Lokoja/Koto axis of Kogi West. On July 6th, the
Governor inaugurated the Project Light Up Kogi East
(PLUKE) for accelerated electrification of at least 200
communities in Kogi East. The project was provided for last
year in this year's budget and the Governor has set aside
N1.5bn for it. It’s no longer news that Kogi East may soon be
linked in minutes to Edo via Aganabode bridge at Idah the
headquarters of the Igala Nation through a PPP arrangement.
The second largest rice mill in Northern Nigeria is ready for
commissioning at Ejiba in Yagba East of Kogi West. We are
anticipating 100,000 hectars of Palm plantations in Kogi
East, with Processing cottage ventures. HRM Atta Igala
confirms the setting up of 2 Cashew Processing plants in Kogi
East, finally the big one- CBN’s Approval to establish
500,000 Hectares Of Cassava farms with corresponding
Processing plants in 50 HUB engaging directly 500,000
Farmers. Are these not forward and upward signs for our
people? Yet the blind can’t see what GYB is doing. Blindness
is worse if it’s that of the mind. It has no remedy.
The Governor has finally brought balance to the religious
scales in the state as he laid the foundation stone for the first
ever Chapel in Government House, Lokoja alongside an
excited National President of the Christian Association of
Nigeria (CAN) a fortnight ago. Before then, Christians,
Muslims and even traditional animists alike have enjoyed his
support for their lawful modes of worship.
Kogi East and in particular Igala land has received special
attention commensurate to the size of her landmass and
population. Apart from getting the lion's share of all the efforts
listed above, projects of key significance like the Igala Unity

one by one, but wherever they are sited, they are for the use of
Kogites and not the Governor or his family. Whether we like it
or not, good and bad governance affects every tribe and
senatorial district the same way.
In Kogi State, Kogi East and in particular, the Igala, held sway
for 20 of 25 years before Governor Bello. Yet, is our
backwardness in development not worse today than those of
our 2 brother District to the West and Central of our state on
the indices listed above? Has the bad governance of the past
exempted Kogi East because her sons were in office?
Of course, those who had the opportunity to govern, along
with their families and cronies, are wealthier today than King
Solomon of old. They can buy the rest of us combined in
multiple folds, but does that help us because they speak the
same language as us? Meanwhile, do they even care a hoot
about the sufferings of our people so as to extend a little
helping hand to anyone? Show me with evidence how they
helped in solving any of the indices of development above for
their little clan or village? Show me evidence! These people
are multibillionaires today courtesy of our stolen patrimonies
for God's sake. They can transform any village in Kogi East
they desire into a Little Maitama or Asokoro. Show me
evidence!
Today, are all of them - brothers, uncles, sons and aunts - not
the only ones who can afford the heavy cost of nomination
forms? Them, and few retired this and that and one or two
serving so and so? My question prior to now is, is their quest
for a return to power not mainly to acquire immunity from
their former looting and impunity to loot further?
Okay assume for a moment that looting is not exclusive to
them and no one is a saint, can any of them accuse GYB or
page
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members of his team of any scandal or financial impropriety?

Rwandan Genocide are found in the 2 hydra-headed monsters

If they could, do you think they would not have taken out

of Tribe & Religion which afflicts our land. If you add the

hours on TV and pages in newspapers to shout it aloud to the

class divides nurtured by our past leaders to set the haves apart

whole world?

from the have-nots so that some people are superiors and
others are inferiors by no effort or fault respectively of theirs

Sometimes I just sit and laugh at the joke we are becoming in

but the mere accident of birth circumstances, we see the true

the scheme of things on the national stage. In the mad pursuit

dangers facing our society in technicolor.

for localised ethnic agenda, are some of those that by the grace
of our vantage position we persuaded the Governor to rescue

These 3 monsters are what our Governor, my friend, boss,

from drowning in irrelevance on to positions of influence on

leader and siamese twin has trampled underfoot in the last 3½

the national stage not the ones who have redefined perfidy

years and demystified here in the Confluence State. This state

before the eyes of the who Nigeria?

where 2 stranger rivers, totally different in source, color,
content and speed meet in a noiseless synergy of vision and

What was their thank you, “omaye”? Is it not a new definition

mission and with focused purpose travel together the tortuous

and depth of TREACHERY in the

and unpredictable voyage

most crudest form? I shiver at the

down to the south of Nigeria to

kind of wolves in sheep clothing

empty into the mighty Atlantic

that we birthed in our LAND. Now

Ocean.

I understand why they say you
should let a wolf dying of

It is instructive that while we

starvation in the bush die because

should flex our bigger

if you feed and resuscitate him, he

numbers over our neighbours,

will try to eat you the moment he

there is an ocean somewhere

gathers enough strength. What a

that covers 70% of the entire

shame.

earth and is both deep and wide enough to swallow many
times all the lands, resources and vegetation that we fight

So, 'Governor Yahaya Bello is not Igala' is the final frontiers

ourselves over. Who kills for the ocean that it is so big?

to those who like to make merchandise of us? So what? Can

Nobody. Only the Almighty sustains it. Let us stop bottling

any of them deny his GOOD WORKS on our PEOPLE and

ourselves up here as if life begins and ends here in Kogi.

LAND? For months they wailed that our people are suffering
for non-payments of salary by Bello. Even when Wada

We are over 7 billion humans on the planet, what fraction are

confessed on Berekete Family and ChannelsTV that it was a

we the Igala in this 7 billion? In fact, what fraction is the whole

historical problem which forced his administration to seek an

of Kogi State compared to the global numbers? Meanwhile,

N80bn bailout to solve, they still insisted that Bello must be

all of this is going to vanish one day. After that the judgment

blamed. Now that it has been cleared up to date far and better

when we stand before our maker to tell him how righteous and

than what Wada, our omaye, dreamed, tell me if it is not the

holy we were here on earth when we thought that other tribes

same old primordial sentiments of TRIBE which continues to

but us must exist. You claim you love God? He says if you

afflict some of us? People are actually sad that the Governor is

cannot love My creation that you see, do not bother protesting

paying salaries. How sad.

how much you love Me Whom you have never seen.

Incidentally, the same sentiments that killed millions in

“Moreover the profit of the earth is for all: the king himself is

Nigeria during the Civil war and hundreds of thousands in the

served by the field." Ecclesiastes 5:9.
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The plan of God is that we share the earth and its resources.
'The profit of the earth is for all' is how the Holy Bible puts it.
Insisting that we must always take, take and take because we
have the might or the numbers is contrary to the divine design
of things. It is how we treat everyone of God's creatures,
whether Ebira, Okun or Igala that shows how much we love

The plan of God is that we share the earth and its
resources. 'The profit of the earth is for all' is
how the Holy Bible puts it. Insisting that we must
always take, take and take because we have the
might or the numbers is contrary to the divine
design of things.

and fear the Creator. Anything short of equity and fairness in
distributing the things we co-own with others is standard
hypocrisy and unacceptable to God.
'Love thy neigbour as thyself' is not a suggestion, it is a command'. Love is always the greatest of the great virtues. It is always
ahead of the other two, Faith and Hope. May our love bring life to our faith and hope as individuals and as a tribe.
I’m 100% GYB
I’m Igala & I’m Loyal
I’m Igala & I’m not deceptive
I’m Igala & I’m not an Ethnic Bigot
I’m Igala,a creation of God, Just like GYB my friend, boss, leader and brother. Ojo ki be ne nwo abowa.
I’m4GYB
Hon Onoja Edward David
Chief Of Staff, Kogi State Governor
FulfillingProphecy2019

#UnlockingOpportunities

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY,

CHAIRMAN
ABDUL SAMAD

RABIU

Founder/Executive Chairman, BUA Group

We celebrate you today on your
birthday and wish you a happy
and memorable celebration.
Happy Birthday Sir!
EXPONENT MAGAZINE
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Olukemi Olufunto Badenoch:

The Irony of Nigerian Youths
and Sowore's Revolution
By: Apagunpote Olayimika Chocomilo

R

ecently, the Nigeria social media went crazy for

plenty. As Nigeria loses her sons and daughters who are

something different and unusual. Beyond the evil

professionals and human resource managers to neighbouring

gossip of Wizkid and his baby mamas, superiority

countries where they are well appreciated, I have nothing but

contest among stars, Naira Marley "soapy dance", ministerial

condolences for the sinking ship.

nominees list and worth of designer
wears celebrities put on, social media

Nigeria is quite unlucky. She lost her true

platforms took a minute-giant swipe

fathers and mothers in early 1960s and she has

away from the mediocrities Nigerian

suffered greatly in the hands of rapists and

Youths are known for as they pour their

people who have no respect for values. She

hearts to felicitate with Olukemi

was not only raped by her new fathers but

Olufunto Badenoch as a UK junior

subjected to evil exploitation of her resources

minister for children and families.

either natural, mineral or human. The larger
percentage of her offsprings are clueless and

Olukemi Olufunto Badenoch is a
Nigerian who left the shores of the

Olukemi Olufunto Badenoch

apologists of mental slavery and exploitation
if survival is guaranteed.

country in 1996. She attended the
universities of Sussex, Birkbeck and London and joined

Some days ago, I engaged some young people who live in

conservative party in 2005 at the age of 25. Badenoch was

Osun state because they have issues with some sentences I

first elected as Member of Parliament Saffron Walden on 8,

intentionally used in the previous edition of Time Bomb titled

June 2017. She is also the first woman to represent that

*OYETOLA: Beyond The Cacophony Of Wistful

constituency. She is the member of Parliament representing

Jubilation*. Sentences like; yahoo-yahoo is the biggest

Saffron Walden constituency in the UK and currently a junior

company in Osun state, availability of thugs in every junction

minister for children and families.

of the capital, total neglection of state institutions,
lackadaisical attitude of the government in addressing

Olukemi is one of the many Nigerians who are currently

unemployment and many other vital issues in the state. They

breaking boundaries and redefining political spaces in

felt bad because I asked their demi-gods to do better for Osun

countries they are well appreciated. As developed as UK is,

people. They did not feel bad for pensioners, workers and

the country still accommodate thousands of professionals

people of the downtrodden who only know about the existence

who seek asylums and greener pastures and find ways to

of government during election year.

incorporate these people into the business of development.
I checked through the details of these young people and there
Unfortunately, Olukemi, a Nigerian who is currently a

is a particular profile I would like to share. He's just one of the

pointer of youths inclusion in public offices at the United

clueless youths we have in the state who benefit less from

Kingdom comes from a nation its minister of labour and

these people, have relatives who are workers, parents who are

productivity publicly declared that medical personnels

pensioners, siblings that are not gainfully employed but come

should feel free to leave a nation hundreds of people die as a

online to people who enslaved his parents because they

result of lack of medical attention and shortage of medical

recieve token from government. In as much as, he has his share

personnels to attend to the sick ones because they are too

of our common "jollof-rice", just crumbs, he is fine with the
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of people in power or corrupt practices of politicians is heart
breaking.
Youths are the future of every nation. They are social actors of
transformation and growth. They are builders of common
wealth and generators of new ideas because they possess the
required mental and physical strength needed. Nigeria can
only be rescued from the hands of her rapists after her youths
have been delivered from vagrant thought of money and
power.
Inspite of the sad tales of our beloved country, we still have
young people who consciously have tapped into available
opportunities in the nation. I have no doubts that Olukemi
Olufunto would have tapped as well if she did not leave the
shores of the country but might not be in the same position she
is now or might have been a casualty of Nigeria maladies.
sufferings of his mother, sister and friends. Average Nigerian

Development is a thing of the mind, a decision of the heart in

youths are victims of this sad narrative. The principle of

line with preparations of the body.

selfishness. What a sad narrative!
SOWORE AND HIS REVOLUTION
Olunfunto joined conservative party at the age of 25 and
became a junior minister at the age of 39. Most Nigerian

"I'm not talking of protest. I'm embarking on revolution. 85%

youths would still be in the four walls of 'mental prisons' we

of Nigerians are in support. Don't tell me about legal

call schools at age 25 and fighting for ward youth leaders or

implications or what a Judge will say. I don't care. We must

aides of pot-bellied politicians; carrying bags, holding

bundle Buhari out of that place....Omoyele Sowore, July 25,

Agbadas and wearing shoes for politicians at age 39. If she

2019.

was lucky to escape the likes of "Prof. Akindeles, OAU randy
professor jailed over sex mark saga", redefining moments

With his years of experience in activism, Sowore is not a baby

with ASUU strike, she would not escape the "negative eyes"

comrade and he understands the laws of the land better by the

of political party leaders. Precious, a brilliant and

virtue of his profession as the publisher of a leading

hardworking corps member who worked at Channels TV

investigative platform. He understands the legal interpretation

before he was killed by Nigeria (a casualty of war) was one of

of revolution and its consequences. Declaring revolution in

the young people who tapped into available opportunities.

the tenure of a general of the Nigerian Army and one time die-

You can not claim to be a Nigerian and escape the realities of

hard apologist of revolution who has called for it thrice would

being a Nigerian.

surely come with consequences. The army of young minds
who could not make political revolution work would surely

Nigeria sectors are designed for her true owners; the elite and

have issues with revolution that deals with sacrifices.

political class. I have repeatedly stated that the current
generation of leaders have used up Nigeria and she has

Recently, he lost a presidential election after failed attempt to

reached her expiry date. They are doing nothing to resuscitate

convince teeming Nigerians that it is time to elect serious

the sinking nation rather than taking respective positions to

people as public officials. I was one of the few Nigerians who

dupe her further yet her fresh offsprings (youths) are doing

felt shocked when results of polling units were announced

nothing to redeem it. The extent of decay is obvious but the

because I could not stop pondering what really happened to

attitude of Nigeria youths to challenge and growth is worse.

votes of students Sowore visited in campuses during

That some youths wake up everyday to defend the atrocities

electioneering and millions of viewers and social
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commentators too.
President Muhammadu Buhari contested in an open election and won the majority votes as declared by the election umpire.
Either rigged or perfect, people who want him as president are plenty than people who does not want. That someone or group of
people would staged revolution to remove an elected president in a democratic setting and there would not be consequences and
casualties remains a bizarre.
The taste of political revolution he had was bitter and unfavourable. Although there are speculations in some quarters that the
recent ministerial nominees list, huge loss at the presidential election, Nnamdi Kalu's meeting and other certain political factors
could have prompted his decision to let go of his political revolution and face the real revolution. As a Nigerian, I am not happy
with the sorry state of things and untold story of hardship of every average Nigerian and that is why I have decided to send my
prayers and messages of hope to Sowore as he faces the consequences of revolution he's already aware of. May Nigeria youths be
responsible and diligent.

Photo Express
Engr Jack Rich Tein with the Executive Governor of Sokoto State-Rt Hon Aminu Waziri Tambuwal
and other Northern Leaders at the commissioning of water supply to notable communities
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